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ABSTRACT

According to our survey of the existing prescription systems, we were not able to find
any existing fuzzy system to modify the prescriptions of oriental traditional medicine.
This research proposes a modeling and inference mechanism for modifying standard
prescriptions of oriental traditional medicine using the fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic.
Input data are symptoms and patient's status, which are represented as linguistic
variables, and results of the model are adjustment of herbal plants of standard
prescriptions and adding new herbal plants to the existing standard prescriptions when
"syndrome" diagnosis is known and the standard prescription was given. These output
are considered as linguistic variable, too.

Based on the above, we developed a prototype of the fuzzy system for modifying
standard prescription of oriental traditional medicine on Java programming language.
Now, the fuzzy system can modify fifteen therapies that include many sub therapies, and
each sub therapy has prescriptions. Currently, I includes seventy prescriptions. This
system is platform independent and more therapies or prescriptions can be added to it.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Most medical entities in Oriental traditional medicine can be represented as fuzzy sets
which are considered as mapping from a set to interval [0,1]. Therefore, fuzzy logic is a
helpful mathematical tool to manage such types of information to deduce a decision.
Zadeh proposed the Fuzzy set theory and it was extended for medical diagnosis by
Adlassing [1,2,3,4,5]. Adlassing indicated some main properties of fuzzy set theory for
medical diagnosis and treatment as:

I. Fuzzy set theory defines inexact medical entities as fuzzy set, which can't be done
by the crisp set. For example, [6] if 70 mmHg means low blood pressure, then 71
mmHg may still rightfully be called low, even though it is not quite as low as 70
mmHg. The higher the blood pressure gets the lower its membership function.

2. Fuzzy set theory provides a linguistic approach. For example: Patients can ask
oriental practitioner about his health status. He can answer severe or medium or
normal etc. It can be represented as health status as linguistic variable and in
brackets containing linguistic values.
health Status= {very severe, almost severe, possible severe, ... ,
medium, normal }
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3. Fuzzy logic offers reasoning method capable of drawing approximate inferences.
Fuzzy logic uses the degree of membership in sets rather than a strict true/false
membership.

1.2 Proposed Framework

We deal with the problem of forming a prescription based on the compatible theory of
principal, assistant, adjuvant, and guiding drugs in the prescription of traditional
medicine. We propose an approach to the model of modifying standard prescriptions
based on symptoms and patient conditions. The fuzzy system is developed for modifying
the standard prescription. It gives two kinds of prescription i.e. standard prescription and
modified presc1iption. The standard prescription is just using the database to retrieve the
prescription. The modified prescription modifies the standard prescription on the basis of
the patient's symptom and patient's conditions (which can be represented as fuzzy
linguistic variables/or fuzzy sets) and fuzzy logic is applied to deduce the consultation
about modifying/adding herbal plant components of prescriptions. It is usually the same
way as oriental practitioners use to formulate the prescription.

In this model, we assume that the syndrome differentiation was diagnosed and the
standard prescription is recommended, for example, Recipe for clearing away heat from
Qi System. At this point, the fuzzy system can modify fifteen therapies, which has sub
therapies that make the total of seventy prescriptions. Note that the therapies and
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prescriptions can be added by database acquisition. Some of the therapies with their area
of sub therapies (or in short sub therapies) are listed as:

1. Heat Clearing Prescriptions: Recipes for Clearing Away Heat from the Qi System,
Recipes for Removing Heat from the Ying and Blood System, Recipes for Clearing
Away Heat from Both Qi and Blood System, Recipes for Clearing Away Heat and
Toxins, Recipes for Removing Heat from the Viscera, Recipes for Allaying Fever of
Deficiency Type.

2. Purgative Prescriptions: Purgative Recipes for Cold Nature, Purgative Recipes for
Warm Nature, Recipes for Eliminating Retained Fluid.

3.

Prescriptions for warming the Interior: Recipes for Warming the Middle,

Warmer to Dispel cold, Recipes for Recuperating Depleted Yang to Rescue the
Patient from Collapse, Recipes for warming the Channels to Dispel Cold.

4. Mediating Prescriptions: Recipes for Treating Shaoyang Disease by Mediation,
Recipes for Regulating the Function of the Liver and the Spleen, Recipes for
Regulating the Intestine and Stomach.

5. Prescriptions for Regulating the Flow of Qi: Recipes for promoting the Circulation
of Qi, Prescriptions for Lowering Adverse Flow of Qi.

3

6. Prescriptions for Treating Blood Disorders: Recipes for Promoting Blood
Circulation to Remove Blood Stasis, Homeostatic Recipes.

7. Sedative Prescriptions: Sedative Recipes with Heavy Drugs, Sedative Recipes with
Tonic Drugs.

8. Prescriptions for Resuscitation: Cold natured Recipes for Inducing Resuscitations,
Warm natured Recipes for Inducing Resuscitations.

4

CHAPTER 2: GOALS
2.1 Objective

The main objective is to develop fuzzy system for modifying the different prescriptions
of oriental traditional medicine. To meet the above objectives, the following sub
objectives need to be taken into consideration.

1. It's new. I have never seen any fuzzy system for modifying prescription in oriental

traditional medicine.
2. The western practitioners have not much idea about how the eastern practitioner
modifies the prescriptions. It is a guiding tool for them.
3. It also assists eastern oriental practitioners in the course of making prescription to
patients.
4. To avoid the problem of having to remember the details of the prescription by
traditional practitioners.
5. The fuzzy system should be platfom1 independent.
6. To make the new fuzzy expert system instead of selecting the tools because tools are
not satisfying to develop system for modifying prescription like adding more herbal
plants to the prescription etc.

2.2 Scope of the Study

The scope of the study can be classified into the following four sections:

s

I. To study the concepts of oriental traditional medicine, for example: yin - yang, five
elements etc.
2. To study the fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic in respect to oriental traditional
medicine.
3. To study how oriental practitioners modify prescription for their patients.
4. To study the object oriented language Java 2 for the implementation of the study.
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CHAPTER3:LITERATURE REVIEW

3.1 Survey of Related Work

After surveying many publications about modifying prescription using the fuzzy set
theory and fuzzy logic. I couldn't find any existing fuzzy system in oriental traditional
medicine for modifying the standard prescription. Up to now, few fuzzy decision models
have been developed in solving problems in Oriental Traditional medicine [7,8,9]. In
Vietnam, some fuzzy decision models and fuzzy systems in integrated Western and
Eastern medicine, in oriental Traditional medicine have been developed [l, 9, 10,11,
12, 13, 14]. So, I conduct a survey of some fuzzy expert system in occidental medicine like
[15] CADIAG - 2, Fuzzy ARDS etc that is famous and used in real life.

3.2 Fuzzy Expert System in Occidental Medicine

3.2.1 CADIAG - 2

It is also known as Computer-Assisted DIAGnosis, which is a consultation system

fo1mally based on fuzzy set theory and fuzzy logic. It is recognized as one of the most
successful fuzzy expert systems in medicine with several applications in rheumatology,
gall bladder, pancreas etc. CADIAG-2 is a fuzzy expert system based on max-min

inference. The system diagnoses based on patients given symptoms, signs, and test
results. And if possible prove or exclude them. [ 16, 17]. The relationship such as
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symptom-symptom, disease-disease, and symptom-disease are also defined in fuzzy sets
(fuzzy relations). Possibilistic interpretations of relations (min-max) are used. It is fully
integrated into the medical info1mation system of the Vienna General Hospital.

3.2.2 CADIAG - 41 MedFrame

It is the successor of the former CADIAG systems. MedFrame is intended to build a

broad platform for the development of various knowledge-based systems. It can host
knowledge-based systems for the interpretive analysis of laboratory test results. An
integrated patient data and medical knowledge base, knowledge base editor modules,
differential diagnosis and therapy modules, and an immediate case evaluation will form
the core ofMedFrame.

3.2.3 FuzzyARDS: knowledge based monitoring and decision support

[18] FuzzyARDS/ MONITOR is an intelligent on line monitoring program for the
intensive care data of patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome. Its clinical aim is
to detect ARDS in-patients as early and is modeled using the concept of fuzzy.

ARDS is an ill-defined medical entity and is modeled usmg the concept of fuzzy
automata. States in this automaton are considered to be a patient's pathophysiological
state or entry criteria for different fonns of ARDS therapies. Transitions in the automata
calTy fuzzy conditions that have to be true or partially true to transit from one state to

8

another. Patients may be partially assigned to one or several states of automata in a given
time.

Fuzzy ARDS/MONITOR is continuously adjusted to new derived medical knowledge. A
prototypical application of FuzzyARDS/MONITOR is available for clinical tests.

9

CHAPTER 4: SOME NOTIONS AND TECHNIQUES USED

As already mentioned in chapter 1, this research aims to develop a fuzzy system for
modifying prescription in oriental traditional medicine. It is necessary to review the
related background of the fuzzy and oriental traditional medicine. In this chapter, the
review of oriental traditional medicine will be given in the first three sections, and the
review of fuzzy system will be given in the other next sections and the last section for
Java i.e. used for the implementation of the system.

4.1 Concepts of Oriental Traditional medicine

[19] Western medicine tends to approach disease by assuming that it is due to an external
force, such as a virus or bacteria, or a slow degeneration of the functional ability of the
body. The Chinese assume that the body is whole, and each part of it is intimately
connected. Each organ has a mental as well as a physical function. Before going to
discuss about the prescription in oriental traditional medicine and how it can be modified,
It is necessary to discuss about the elements of oriental medicine. These elements, if

imbalance, can cause the person ill. The prescription is given to balance these elements
e.g.: yin - yang. Some important concepts are described as follows:

1. The Concept of Yin-Yang

The theory of yin-yang holds that the world is material and that this material world
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evolves constantly as the result of the mutual action of two opposing material forces.
For example: Yin and yang then were used to denote cold or warm weather;
downward or upward direction; left or right; exterior or interior; and quiescence or
dynamism.

Figure 4 -1: The yin -yang.

All nature events and states of being are rooted in yin and yang, and can be analyzed
by the theory of yin-yang. It is only a theoretical method for observing and analyzing
phenomena. Accordingly, within the field of medicine different parts of the body are

classified as either yin or yang.

a) In the human body, the upper part is yang, the lower part yin; the exterior is yang,
the interior yin; the back is yang, the abdomen yin.
b) The internal organs in the body, the five Zang organs, i.e., heart, lung, liver,
spleen and kidney are yin, because their functions of preserving vital substance
tend to be stable. The six Fu organs, i.e., the gallbladder, stomach, large intestine,
small intestine, bladder and triple energizer, are yang, because their functions of
transmitting and digesting water and food tend to be active. The relationship
between yin and yang also remains constant among the five Zang organs. The
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heart and lung are yang, because of being higher, while the liver, spleen and
kidney are yin, because of being lower.
c) When speaking of yin and yang of every organ, the function 1s yang, the
substance yin.

2. The Concept of the Theory of five elements

The theory of the five elements assumes that the world is made up of five basis
elements: wood, fire, earth, metal and water. The existence of the material world
depends on the mutual promotion and mutual restraint among the five elements. The
five elements refer to five categories in the nature world, namely, wood, fire, earth,
metal and water.

Table 4-1: Human Body is divided by the theory of five elements

Five
Emotional
Five

Zang

Elements

organ

Wood

Liver

Gall bladder

Eye

Tendon

Anger

Fire

Heart

Small Intestine

Tongue

Vessel

Joy

Earth

Spleen

Stomach

Mouth

Muscle

Over

Six Fu organs

Five Senses

Five Tissue
Activity

Thinking
Metal

Lung

Large Intestine

Nose

Skin & Hair

Grief

Water

kidney

Bladder

Ear

Bone

Fear
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Among the five elements, there exist the relations of promotion, restriction.
Promotion implies promoting growth. The order of promotion is as follows: wood
promotes fire, fire promotes earth, earth promotes metal, metal promotes water, and
water, in tum, promotes wood. As far as the relationship of generation of each of the
five elements is concerned, it is composed of two aspects--promoting and being
promoted. The element that promotes is called the mother, while the element that is
promoted is called the son. Hence, the relation of promoting and being promoted

among the five elements is also known as that of mother and son. Take fire for
example. Because fire produces earth, it is called the mother of earth. On the other
hand, it is produced by wood, so it is called the son of wood.

Restriction connotes bringing under control or restraint. So far as the relationship of
restriction that the five elements possess is concerned, it works in the following order:
wood restricts earth, earth water, water fire, fire metal, and metal wood. Each of the
five elements has the chance of restricting and being restricted. Take fire for example.
The element restricting fire is water, and the element that is restricted by fire is metal.

In view of the co-relations among things, neither promotion nor restriction is
dispensable. Without promotion, there would be no birth and development; without

restriction, excessive growth would result in harm. For instance, on one hand, fire
promotes earth, and on the other, it restricts metal; while metal, in return, promotes
water and restricts wood. Thus in promotion there resides restriction, and in
restriction there exists promotion. They oppose each other and at the same time
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cooperate with each other, thus a relative balance is maintained between promotion
and restriction, and the normal growth and development of things is ensured. If the
imbalances occur then a person will become ill and prescription is necessary to
strengthen the weak element.

3. Vital Energy (Qi)

[20] Usually translated as 'energy' or 'vital energy', is the energy that underlies
everything in the universe. The Qi inside our bodies is created from the combination
of the food we eat and digest via our Stomach and Spleen and the air we breathe into
our Lungs. It is the source of body activity and movement, protects us from illness
and keeps our bodies wann. For example, if the Qi b~comes deficient or blocked, this
will result in an inability to transform and transport our food and drink, an inability to
keep warm and a lack ofresistance to diseases and depleted energy.

The Qi of the liver is the functional ability of the liver, and the Qi of the body is the
total vital force of a human being. Qi is disseminated throughout the body. It is also
divided into various sub groups such as original Qi, or the Qi with which you are born
and nourishing Qi, or the Qi that you gain from the food you eat. Defensive Qi is the
Qi that protects the body from invasion by disease, circulating just below the skin and
fending off invasion by viruses and bacteria (pathogens). Qi is a very wide concept,
difficult to understand in detail, but it is an essential part.
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4. Jing

Usually translated as 'essence', is crucial to the development of the individual through
life. It is inherited at birth and is stored in the kidneys and allows us to develop from
childhood to adulthood and then into old age. It governs growth, reproduction and
development, promotes kidney Qi and works with Qi to help protect the body from
external factors. Any developmental disorder such as learning difficulties and

physical disabilities in children may be due to a deficiency of Jing. Other disorders
such as infertility, poor memory and chronic tendency to external disease and

allergies may also be due to deficiency of Jing. And, the prescription should be given
to enforce it.

4.2 Prescriptions of Traditional Medicine

[21,22] The prescription of traditional medicine can be defined as a preparation. On the
basis of the differentiation of syndromes and the establishment of therapeutic methods,
organically combines various drugs for the prevention and treatment of diseases in
accordance with a certain principle of formulating a prescription.

The principle of fonning a prescription is the formulation of a prescription is neither
simply to pile up drugs with similar functions and effects nor "to treat the head when the
head aches and to treat the foot when the foot hurts" i.e. only to treat the symptoms but
not the syndrome in traditional medicine or the disease. It is on the basis of the
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differentiation of syndromes and establishment of the therapeutic methods, to pick out
proper drugs and organically constitute them in the light of the principles of forming a
prescription.

By the principle of forming a prescription is mainly meant the composition of principal,
assistant, adjuvant, and guiding drugs in the prescription of traditional medicine. To form
a prescription in accordance with this theory, it is necessary to make a clear distinction
between the principal drug and the secondary ones.

\
1. Principal Drug or PD
A principal drug is one, which is aimed at producing the leading effects in treating
the cause or the main symptom of a disease. It holds sway in the whole prescription.

r-

~

2. Assistant Drug or AD

An assistant drug is firstly meant the drug, which helps strengthen the effect of the
principal drug and is secondly meant the drng, which is aimed at producing the
leading effect in the treatment of the accompanying symptoms.

3. Adjuvant Drug or AJD
An adjuvant drng can be divided into three types:
a) It assists the principal and assistant drugs to strengthen their therapeutic
effects or treats less important symptoms by itself.
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b) Reduces or clears away the toxicity of the principal and assistant drugs so as
to prevent the toxic effect and side effect of the drugs fotm coming into
existence.
c) It aimed at dealing with possible vomiting in serious cases after taking
decoction with too potent effect possesses the properties opposite to those of
the principal drug in compatibility, but produces supplementing effects in the
treatment of diseases.

4. Guiding Drug or (GD)

"

ER s1ry

A guiding drug can be divided into two types:
a) Medicinal Guide - It leads the other drugs in the prescription to the affected
side.
b) Mediating Drug - It coordinates the effects of various ingredients in the
prescription.

A principal ingredient should be used as the dominator in a prescription, with the
assistant, adjuvant and guiding drugs subordinate to it and the four kinds of drugs
supplementing one another and playing the curative roles together.

Not every prescription is invariably composed of the principal, assistant, adjuvant and
guiding drugs but according to the condition of the illness. It is either composed of only
one principal drug, or composed of the principal drug or the principal drug and the
guiding drug. For example: Ginseng Decoction and Decoction of Ginseng and Prepared
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Aconite for emergency cases, and Decoction of Platy Odon Root for some simple minor
indications.

4.3 Modification of Prescriptions

[9] The formulation of a prescription is based on a definite principle but should also be
accommodated in the light of the concrete conditions such as the state of illness, sex, age,

the season of a disease and the circumstances. The modification of a prescription is
usually seen as follows.

1. Modification of dose

It refers to increasing or decreasing the dose of drug in a prescription without any

change in its ingredients. This method can either change the potency of the original
prescription or extend the scope of the treatment in a prescription so as to suit them to
new indication. For example, Decoction for Resuscitation and Decoction for
Promoting Blood Circulation are composed of prepared aconite roots, dried ginger,
and prepared licorice. Their functions are to recuperate depleted yang- Qi and save
the patient from collapse. If it consists of larger dose of aconite roots and dried
ginger than former, it produces a stronger effect of recuperating depleted yang-Qi and
can treat more severe causes.

18

2. Modification of dosage forms

It means that the same prescription should be used differently just because of its

dosage forms. A prescription can be prepared into various dosage forms, each having
its own characteristics. Doctors can select the most suitable dosage form to meet the
need of the patient's illness and make it convenient for administration so as to raise
the curative effect. For instance, pill or bolus and powder are of slow acting and
lasting effects, decoction is of speedy and drastic effect, injection produces effects

more quickly and is convenient to use. Let us take Bolus for Regulating the Function
of Middle warmer as an Example. It is used to treat insufficiency of the spleen yang
but if the condition of the illness is mild and chronic, bolus is preferable, if the
condition of the illness is serious and acute, it is better to take the decoction instead.

-

The above-mentioned modification of prescription can be either applied separately or be
made simultaneously. Clinically it depends on the concrete condition of the patient's
illness.

*

*

We use the modification of dose, and above mentioned condition like age, health status,
sex, and use of other conditions like insomnia, fever, appetite, constipation, and cough to
modify the prescription in oriental medicine. This is the same way as oriental
practitioners do to formulate the prescription for the patient. We do not implement the
modification of dosage form. The dosage forms of prescription remain as it is prescribed
in the book [9].

19

4.3.1 Standard Prescriptions

In the standard prescription, we don't modify any prescription. The prescription remains

as it is in the books or in theory. This means the prescription is not affected by the
patient's conditions, age of the patient, and even by the principal of modification of the
prescription. In this we only use the prior expert knowledge to frame the rules or to get
the prescription. No inferred knowledge is taken from the user side.

4.3.2 Modified Prescriptions

It means to modify the standard prescription due to the above patient's conditions and

age, and principal for modification of prescription. It also gives advice to the patient on
some common symptoms like cough, common cold etc. Giving advice means if the
patient wants he/ she can choose the extra symptoms then they get some extra drugs of
oriental medicine. This advised or extra drugs of oriental traditional medicine could only
be added to the modified prescription if the patient wants. If the patient does not want the
advise drugs then he or she can only choose the modified prescription or can see just the
advised or extra drugs of oriental traditional medicine.

Modified prescription is one step next to Standard prescription. Or step towards the real
time prescription. We tried to get the different prescriptions out of same prescription for
same patients who differ in health status and state of illness of the patient.

20

4:4 Fuzzy Set Definition

If X is a collection of objects denoted generically by x, then a fuzzy set A in X is defined
as a set of ordered pairs [23J:
A= {(x, µA (x)) Ix E X}
Where µA (x) is called the membership function (or MF for short) for the fuzzy set A.
The MF maps each element of X to a membership grade (or membership value) between
0 and 1.

The definition of a fuzzy set is a simple extension of the definition of a classical set in
which the characteristic function is permitted to have any values between 0 and 1. For
example: if 70 mmHg means low blood pressure, then 71 mmHg may still rightfully be
called low, even though it is not quite as low as 70 mmHg. The higher the blood pressure
gets the lower its membership function. It can be low until the low blood pressure a point,
which is not descriptive, or its membership function is 0.0.

*
µLowbloodpressure (x)

ol.

=

1,x = 70
(x-70)/40,70<x<110
{
O,x;::: 110

*

If the low blood pressure of a patient increases by a small amount, say I mmHg, it will
consider low but its membership function is lower.
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4.5 Linguistic Variables and Values

It is characterized by a quintuple (x, T (x), X, G, M) in which x is the name of the

variable; T (x) is the term set of x - that is, set of its linguistic values or linguistic terms;
X is the universe of discourse; G is a syntactic rule which generates the terms in T(x);
and Mis a semantic rule which associates with each linguistic value A its meaning M(A),
where M(A) denotes a fuzzy set in X. For example:
T (age) = {young, not young, very young, not very young, .. .,
middle aged, not middle aged, ... ,
not very young and not very old, . . ., }.

Where each item in T (age) is characterised by a fuzzy set of a universe of discourse X

=

[0, 100]. We use age as linguistic variable and values in the brackets like young, middle
aged etc as linguistic values. The syntactic rule refers to the way the linguistic values in
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Figure 4-2: Typical membership functions of the term set T (age).
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the term set T (age) are generated. The semantic rule defines the membership function of
each linguistic value of the term set as shown in the figure.

4.6 Fuzzy Operations

1. Fuzzy Complement: The complement of a fuzzy set A is defined as:

A'= {(x, µ) Iµ= 1 - µA (x)}

2. Fuzzy Intersection: The intersection of two fuzzy sets A and B is specified in
general form by function T : [O, 1]

*

[0,1]

~

[0,1], which aggregates two

membership grades as follows:

µA11B (x) = T (µA (x), µA (x)) =min (µA (x), µs (x)).
It is also called as T - norm (triangular norm) operators, meets the following

basic requirements.
I.

T (0,0) = 0, T (a, 1) = T (1, a)= a

(boundary)

II.

T (a, b) <= T (c, d) if a<= c and b <= d

(monotonicity)

III.

T (a, b) = T (b, a)

(commutativity)
ot

IV.

T (a, T (b, c)) = T (T (a, b), c)

~t\~

(associativity)

For example, T - norm operator is:
Minimum:

Tmin (a, b) =min (a, b) =an b.
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3. Fuzzy union: A function S:[0,1]2 ~ [0,1] is called T-conorm ( S- norm) if and
only it satisfies following basic requirements.

µA vB (x) = T (µA (x), µA (x)) = min (µA (x), µB (x)).

I.

S (1,1) = 1, S (0, a)= S(a, 0) =a

(boundary)

II.

S (a, b) <= S (c, d) if a <= c and b <= d

(monotonicity)

III.

S (a, b) = S(b, a)

(commutativity)

IV.

S (a, S (b, c)) = S ( S (a, b), c)

( associativity)

Sil"y
For example, T - conorm operator is:
Maximum:

S (a, b) = max (a, b)

(},.

=a u

b.

4.7 Fuzzy IF THEN Rules

It is in the form of

IF x IS A THEN y IS B
ol.

o)

*

where A and B are linguistic values defined by fuzzy sets on universe of discourse X and
Y, respectively. Often "x IS A" is called the antecedent or premise, while "y IS B" is
called the consequence or conclusion. Examples of fuzzy IF THEN rules are widespread
in medical daily linguistic expression, such as the following [23]:

•

IF eyes ARE red THEN patient has heat.
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•

IF tongue IS white THEN patient has cold.

[24] The premise of the rule consists of clauses which are interconnected by operators
such as

AND,

OR, NOT etc. The conclusion of the rule consists only of true statements

in order to avoid ambiguity.

4.8 Fuzzy Inference System

The fuzzy inference system is a popular computing framework based on concept of fuzzy
set theory, fuzzy if- then rules, and fuzzy reasoning. It is also known by numerous other
names such as fuzzy system, fuzzy expert system, fuzzy model etc. The structure of a
fuzzy system consists of conceptual components, which are the following

-

1. Inputs: It can take either fuzzy input or crisp inputs, but their outputs are always
fuzzy sets. In our Fuzzy System, we also have fuzzy inputs. For example: for
patient's age like young, very young, old, very old, and middle age.
2. Rule Base: It contains a set of fuzzy rules in the form.
IF XJj IS

Aij AND X2j

IS

A2j ... Xnj

IS

Anj

THEN yIS B.

j

=

1 -m: number of rules leading to same conclusion.
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3. Database or Dictionary: which defines the membership functions used in the
fuzzy rules. It can be by function evaluation like bell, gaussian etc or table look
up.

Rule 1

H

-

-

x isA1

x isB1

Rule 2

cnsp

orx

-

xis A2

fuzzy
input

H

-

xis B2

•

•
•
•

•
Rule n

-

.xis An

H

-

xis B11

A
g
g
r

Defuzzifier

e
g
Crisp

-

Figure 4- 3. Block Diagram for a fuzzy Inference System.

4. Reasoning Mechanism: which performs the inference procedure (or inference
process) upon rules and given facts to derive a reasonable output or conclusion. It
is based on the traditional two- valued logic i.e. modus ponens. According to
which we can infer the truth of a proposition B from the truth of A and
implication is A

~

B. For instance if A is identified with "the tomato is red" and
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B with "the tomato is ripe", then if it is true that "the tomato is red", It is also true
that "the tomato is ripe." This concept is illustrated as follow

premise 1 (fact):

x IS A',

premise 2 (rule):

IF x IS A THEN y IS B,

consequence (conclusion)

yIS B'

•

Multiple Rule with Multiple Antecedents

premise 1 (fact):

x IS A' AND y IS B'

premise 2 (rule):

IF x IS Ai AND y IS B1 THEN z IS Ci.

.._pr_e_m_is_e_3~(_ru_l_e)~:_ __

=IF~x~IS~A~.2

AND yIS B2 THEN z IS

z IS C'

consequence (conclusion):

C2~

-,.....

~

To verify this inference procedure, let R 1 = A 1 x B 1 ~ C 1 and R 2 = A2 x B 2 ~
C2 . Since the max- min composition operator o is distributive over the u
operator, it follows that

C' =(A' x B') o (R 1 u Rz)
=[(A' x B') o Ri] v [(A' x B') o Rz]
=C'1 vC'2
where C; and C' ~ are the inferred fuzzy sets for rules 1 and 2,
respectively.
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5. Aggregate all outputs: Aggregation is the process by which the fuzzy sets that
represent the outputs of each rule are combined into a single fuzzy set.
Aggregation only occurs once for each output variable, just prior to the fifth and
final step, defuzzification. The input of the aggregation process is the list of
truncated output functions returned by the implication process for each rule. The
output of the aggregation process is one fuzzy set for each output variable.
Generally, we use t-conorm (max operation) for aggregation.

6. Defuzzification: It refers to the way a crisp value is extracted from a fuzzy set as
a representative value. There are many defuzzification methods like Centroid of
Area (COA), largest of maximum, smallest of maximum, Mean of Maximum
(MOM). We are using the Center of Sums (COS), that builds the resultant
membership function by taking the sum of output from each contributing rule. It
can be implemented easily and it leads to rather fast inference cycle [25].

u• =

where µ Pt (u;)

L:1ui •L:=,µPk (uJ

I :,I:=1µP. (ui)
is the membership function ( at point

discourse) resulting from the firing of the k111 rule.
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Ui

of the universe of

4.9 Java.

"We look at the role of Java in the future of machine intelligence, which promises to
revolutionize how computers communicate with one another and with us -- with myriad
implications" [26].

The prescription system for oriental traditional medicine is totally written in Java
[27,28,29,30,31]. ill this software I use the lightweight component or swing and advanced
swing components. Swings provide powerful and flexible components. The main reason
for using the swing is due to the fact that it is written in Java and platform independent.

The Reason for choosing the Java is not only due to its Simplicity, Security, Portable,
Object - Oriented, Robust, Multithreaded, and Architecture - neutral etc but also due to
the following reasons:

1. I am the SUN CERTIFIED PROGRAMMER for JAVA 2.
2. Java has become very popular as a language for writing software in computational
and machine intelligence these days. Java is moving fast to be on a plane with
traditional artificial intelligence languages such as Lisp and Prolog to be the first
choice for writing AI-based software.
3. Java is fast establishing itself in all areas of technical computation from scientific and
engineering to business. With the release of Java Advanced Imaging plus Java3D.
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Java GPL projects that use soft computing and Computer Vision for scientific and
medical imaging.

As SUN is drafting APis that use machine learning and computational intelligence. The
next version of J2EE fully supports Web services, all level of Java developers will be
able to develop intelligent Web services applications without having to be formally
trained in machine intelligence. Java's upcoming sets of APis that use computational
intelligence will have documentation on how to call these class methods without needing
to know how the underlying algorithm is implemented.

Overall, the road ahead for Java looks brighter than ever, especially in soft computing. As
it stands now, Java is a full and complete general-purpose scientific language.

-,.....

~
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CHAPTER S:DESIGNING OF THE FUZZY SYSTEM FOR
MODIFICATION OF PRESCRIPTIONS IN OTM

As from last chapter, we reviewed some notions and techniques used in our fuzzy system
for modifying the prescription in oriental medicine. Our fuzzy system is similar to
mamdani inference system and CADIAG - 2, because they both employ max-min
composition. In mamdani inference system, it takes the crisp input. In our fuzzy system,
it takes the fuzzy inputs and gives single crisp output. Let's see now the fuzzy system for
modification of prescription in detail.

5.1 Rule Base

Let S = {S 1 ,

••••• ,

S11 ) be a set of all symptoms or patients conditions. Let OldD = (OldD1

, .... ., OldD0 ) , IncD
(NoChD 1 ,

••.• .,

=

(IncD 1 , .... ., IncD111), RedD

= (RedD1 ,

.... ., RedD1), NoChD

=

NoChDk) be sets of Old Dosage, Increasing Dosage, Reducing Dosage,

No-changing Dosage of Principal Drugs, Assistant Drugs, Adjuvant Drugs and Guiding
Drugs. Let AddH = (AddH 1 ,

••••• ,

AddH11) be a set of Adding Herbal Plants into standard

Prescriptions. All these symptoms (Age, Patient status, cough, Fever, Insomnia,
Constipation etc and modifying Prescriptions such as Increasing Dosage, Reducing
Dosage, No-Change Dosage, Adding Herbal plant are represented as fuzzy linguistic
variables. The universe of discourse X is often called the linguistic variable i.e. these
symptoms and modifying Prescriptions.
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We represent the relationships between the symptoms and modifying Prescriptions in the
form of rules as the following:

IF

S1 is LinVal1 AND

S2 = LinVab AND ... AND
S11 = LinVal11

THENincDj
µ (IncDj)

i = 1,n; j

= 1,m

Where Si , IncD j is a linguistic variables and µ (IncD j) is a fuzzy degree of the rule
which indicates the degree of belief about IF-THEN statement. The membership
functions µLinVa11(s1), ....., µunvatn(sn), µ (IncDj) take values in [0,1]. In a similar way, we
can represent the relationships between the symptoms and Reducing Dosage, Nochanging Dosage. An example of a rule as follows: For the rest of the rules see the
Appendix.

IF
Patient Status is Normal

THEN Dosage is muchReducing
µ(Dosage is muchReducing) = 0.8
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5.2 Dictionary

It defines the membership function used in the fuzzy rules for the linguistic values. We
represent the degree of member-ship by membership function (or MF)

1. Age

Suppose that X = "*PatientAge''. Then we can define fuzzy sets "young", "medium",
"old" that are characterized by MFs

µo ld(x), µmiddl eage(x), µ young(x).

The *PatientAge is

linguistic variable and can assume linguistic

µyoung

µmiddleage

1.0

0.5

*

0.0
1

20

40

60

70

100

years old

Figure 5- 1 The MFs of linguistic values of linguistic variable *PatientAge
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values such as young, middleage, old. And X is the universe of discourse for 1 to 100
years. For age we use the degree of membership as shown in figureS-1 . The
membership function for the linguistic value of "old" is represented as follows:

l,x > 70
=

(x-50)/20,50< x < 70
O,x < 50

By the same way, we can define the membership functions for linguistic value
"middle age" and "young".

2. Cough
µa verage

µvcrymuch

1.0

0.5

0.0
1

3

10

times/day

Figure 5- 2: The MFs of linguistic values of linguistic variable *Cough

Suppose that X = "*Cough". Then we can define fuzzy sets "little",
"verymuch" that are characterized by MFs

µlittlc(x), µ average(x), µ verymuch(x).

"average'',

The *Cough is

linguistic variable and can assume linguistic values such as little, medium, verymuch.
And X is the universe of discourse for 1 to 10 times a day
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3. Insomnia

Suppose that X = "*Insomina". Then we can define fuzzy sets "little", "average",

µaverage

µverysevcre

1.0

,.,

0.5

0.0

1

2

4

6

hours sleeping period

Figure 5- 3 The MFs of linguistic values of linguistic variable *Insomnia

"very severe" that are characterized by MFs

-

µ1ittle(x), µavcrage(x), µvcrysevcre(x).

The

*Insomnia is linguistic variable and can assume linguistic values such as little,
medium, verysevere. And X is the universe of discourse for 1 to 6 hours sleeping
period. The membership function for the linguistic value of "verysevere" is
represented as follows:

I,x > 6
f...lverysevere(x:)

~

(x - 4 )/ 2, 4 < x < 6
O,x < 4
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By the same way, we can define the membership functions for linguistic value "little"
and "average".

4. Appetite

µlittle

µmedium

1.0

~\

0.5

0.0

0

1

3

2

Don't Want to Eat

Figure 5- 4. The MFs of linguistic values of linguistic variable *Appetite

Suppose that X ="*Appetite". Then we can define fuzzy sets "little", "medium", "high"
that are characterized by MFs µlittle(x), µmedium(x), µhigh(x). The *Appetite is linguistic variable
and can assume linguistic values such as little, medium, high. And X is the universe of
discourse for 1 to 3 times don't want to eat in a day.

5. Constipation

Suppose that X = "*Constipation". Then we can define fuzzy sets "little", "medium'',
"high" that are characterized by MFs

µiittle(x), µmedium(x), µhigh(x).
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The *Constipation is

linguistic variable and can assume linguistic values such as little, medium, high. And X is
the universe of discourse for 1 to 15 minutes to wait.

µ medium

1.0

0.5

0.0

0

2

5

7

9

12

15

17

Minutes to wait

Figure 5- 5. The MFs of linguistic values of linguistic variable *Constipation

6. Fever
µmedium

µalmosthigh

1.0

0.5

0.0
98

99

101

102

Fahrenheit (range of fever)

Figure 5- 6. The MFs of linguistic values of linguistic variable *Fever
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Suppose that X

=

"*Fever". Then we can define fuzzy sets "little",

"almosthigh" that are characterized by MFs

µ1ittle(x), ~edium(x), µa1mosthigh(x).

"medium",

The *Fever is

linguistic variable and can assume linguistic values such as little, medium, high. And X is
the universe of discourse for 98 to 102 Fahrenheit.

7. For Health Status or illness of patient condition

µlittlesevere µpossiblesevere µmediumsevere µalmostsevere µverysevere

1.0

Yo~

-;

0.5

-,...

l='
0

5

2

7

10

state of illness

l:=lt

Figure 5 - 7. The MFs of linguistic values of linguistic variable Health Status

Suppose that X

=

"Health Status". Then we can define fuzzy sets "little severe",

"possible severe", "medium severe", "almost severe'', "very severe" that are
characterized by MFs

µlittle (x), µpossiblesevcre(x), µme<liumsevere(x), µa1mos tsevcre(x), µ verysevere(x).

The

Health Status is linguistic variable and can assume linguistic values such as little severe,
medium severe, almost severe etc. And X is the universe of discourse for 1 to 10.The
membership function for the linguistic value of "possiblesevere" is represented as
follows:
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1, x

=

2

(x - 1), 1 < x < 2
(x-2)/3, 2 < x <= 5

µpossiblesevcrc(X) =

O,x<l AND x>5

By the same way, we can define the membership functions for linguistic value
"littlesevere" and "mediumsevere" etc.

8. Dosage

The linguistic variable Dosage. Then we can define fuzzy sets "littlelncr",
"possibleincr", "mediumlncr", "almostlncr", "muchlncr", "LittleRedu" ... "muchRedu"
that are characterized by MFs

µlitt1e1ncr(x), µpossib1e1ncr(x) µme<liumlncr(x), µa1most1ncr(x), µmuchlncr(x) etc.

Figure 5-8, shows the membership functions of increasing the dosage i.e. -20 % to 20%.,
And X is the universe of discourse for -20 to 20 percent.
N

For example: the membership function of fuzzy set " Dosage is much" is represented as
follows:

1, x > 15%
µmuchlncr

(x) =

(x-5)/10, 5% s x
0,

x < 5%
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s 15%

-20 -15

-10

-5

-3

0

3

5

10 15

20 % state of illness

Figure 5 - 8. The MFs of linguistic values of linguistic variable Dosage

By the same way, we can define the membership functions for linguistic value
"littleRedu" to "muchRedu" and "littlelncr" to "muchlncr" etc.

5.3 Reasoning Mechanism

Assume that in the knowledge base, there are some distinct sets of rules leading to the
different types of Modifying Prescriptions. It contains the fuzzy rules like following.
Assume that there are m rules, j

=

l ,m.

S Lj is LinValij AND

S2j = LinVahj AND
... AND

Snj

=

LinValnj

THENModPresj

µ(ModPresj)
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It performs the inference procedure upon the rules and given facts to derive a reasonable

output or conclusion. It uses the max - min composition. The process of fuzzy reasoning
can be divided into the following steps:

Step 1: Degree of Compatibility

Compare the known facts with the premises of fuzzy rules to compute the degrees of
compatibility with respect to each premise membership function.

Step 2: Firing Strength

Combine degrees of compatibility with respect to premise membership functions in a
rule using a suitable t-norm operation (using min-operation) to form a firing strength
that indicates the degree to which the premise part of the rule is satisfied.

µprcrniscj = µLinVallj

(S1) /\. ••• •• /\
µLinValnj

(Sn)

Step 3: Induced conclusion membership function

ol.

o)

$~~

*

Applying the firing strength µpremisej to the conclusion membership function of a rule to
compute an induced membership function, which indicates the degree to which the
premise pai1 of the rule is satisfied:
µrulej (ModPresj) =
µpremisej /\ µ (ModPresj)

where/\ is a suitable t-norm (we takes/\ as a min operation, i.e. a/\ b =min (a,b) ).
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Step 4: Aggregate all outputs

Because we have several rules, ri, .... , rm leading to the same conclusion "ModPres/',
then the degree, µ( ModPresj), to which one of them is applicable for a given effect,
ModPresj is:
µTota1(ModPresj)

=

µmlel (ModPresj) v .... v

µrulem (ModPresj)

where vis a suitable t-conorm (we takes v as a max operation, i.e. av b = max(a, b) ).

Remark: Assume that if in the knowledge base, there are some distinct sets of rules

leading to the different conclusions, then the degree of the final conclusion is a
maximum of all overall output membership functions computed in Step 4.

Step 5: Defuzzification

For our fuzzy system, we can't use the fuzzy value. We need to defuzzy it to get the
crisp value. In modifying prescription, we use the Center of sum i.e. COS. Example of
the formula of defuzzification method [25]: at\$~

u* =

L:1u; • L:=1µ/3k (ui)

L::1L::=l µflk cu;)
is the membership function ( at point

discourse) resulting from the firing of the k111 rule.
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5.4 Building Prescription

According to the experiences of traditional medical practitioners, fuzzy sets "Reducing
Dosage", "Increasing Dosage" defined on the universe of discourse X, where X ={O,
...... , 20 % } that means we can reduce or increase Dosage of Principal Drug, Assistant
Drug, Adjuvant Drug and Guiding Drug in the standard prescriptions from 0 to 20% of
existing dosage. We will defuzzify fuzzy sets Dosage to receive the percentage of dosage
needed to reduce or increased. The new dosage of Principal Drug, Assistant Drug,
Adjuvant Drug and Guiding Drug in the modified prescription is the dosage of the
standard prescription reducing or increasing the obtained percentage of old dosage.

1. Criteria for Increasing Dosage of PD, AD, AJD, GD
IncDi = OldDi + OldDi

* x%

Where x% - a crisp value is extracted from a fuzzy set "Increasing Dosage" as a
representative value.

2. Criteria for Reducing Dosage of PD, AD, AJD, GD
RedDi = OldDj - OldDj

* x%

*

'/

Where x% - a crisp value is extracted from a fuzzy set "Reducing Dosage" as a
representative value.

3. Criteria for No-Changing Dosage of PD, AD, AJD, GD
NoChD i = OldDj
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Where x% - a crisp value is extracted from a fuzzy set "No-changing Dosage" as
a representative value.

For building the standard prescription and modified prescription, we take the part of the
rule base:

Rulel: IF Patient Age is old AND
Patient Status is Possible Severe
THEN Reducing Dosage is much
µ(Dosage is muchRedu) = 0.8

Rule2: IF Patient Age is old
THEN Reducing Dosage is almost

µ (Dosage is almostRedu) = 1.0

Rule3: IF fusomnia is high
THENincreasing Dosage is little
µ(Dosage is littlelncr) = 0.2
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S.4.1 Building Standard Prescription

Given a standard prescription for Heat-Clearing Prescription (Therapies) - Recipe for
Clearing Away Heat from the Qi System (Sub therapies) and we take a prescription
called White Tiger Decoction from it.

White Tiger Decoction (Baihu Tang)
Source: treatise on Febrile Diseases

Ingredients:

No. 1: Gypsum, Gypsum Fibrosum (ground) (Principal Drug)

30g

No. 2: Wind-weed rhizome, Rhizoma Anemarrhenae (Assistant Drug)

9g

No. 3: Prepared Licorice root, Radix Glycyrrhizae Praeparata (Adjuvant Drug)

3g

No. 4: Polished round-grained nonglutinous rice,
Semen Oryzae Nonglutionosae (Guiding Drug)

9g

The above prescription will remain the same for every patient age group and health
status. The two names inside a drug shows the two names of the same drug. For example,
Drug number 1 i.e. principal drug. The gypsum is the common name or Modem name
that are common in practice now these days and the Gypsum Fibrosum (ground) is the
traditional name i.e. is used in the past by the oriental traditional practitioners.
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5.4.2 Building Modified Prescription

It gives the two types of modified prescription. First, it modifies the standard
prescription. Secondly, It gives the extra herbal plants based on the requested common
symptoms i.e. cough, insomnia etc. Now we apply an inference process described above
into this rule base to deduce a configuration for standard prescription. Let's see the
inference process of both modified prescription one by one.

Assume that the inputs are given as follow:
*Patient age is 69 years old.
Patient's health Status is 2.
And patient is also suffer from Insomnia is 6.

1. Modified prescription modifies the standard prescription.

Applying the inference process in our case.

Step 1: Compare the known facts with the premises of fuzzy rule Rl, R2 and to find
the degrees of compatibility with respect to each antecedent MF, we use the rule base
of section 5 .1 and get the following compatibility.
µold

(69 years old)= 0.95

µpossiblesevere

(2) = 1.0
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Step 2: Compute the degree part of rules RI, R2

µpremiseRI =µold (69 years old) /\
µpossiblesevere (2)
=min {0.95, 1.0}

=

0.95.

µpremiseR2 = µold (69 years old)= 0.95

Step 3: Compute the contribution of the rules Rl, R2, R3:

µrule! = µpremiscRI /\µ(Dosage is muchRedu)
=min {0.95, 0.8} = 0.8
µrulc2 = µpremiseR2 /\ µ ( Dosage is almostRedu)
=min {0.95, 1.0}

=

rr 0

,A'

~

0.95

Step 4: Computing the total weight of rules RI, R2 leading to the same conclusion:

µTotal (ModPresj) =µTotal (Reducing Dosage)
= µrule! v µrule2 =max (0.8,0.95) = 0.95

Step 5: Defuzzification

N

Defuzzification to receive the crisp value, For our fuzzy system, we can't use the
fuzzy value. We need to defuzzy it to get the crisp value. We apply the COS i.e.
For Modified prescription, we get

=

((-0.20 * 0.8) + (-0.15 *0.95) )/0. 8 + 0.95

=

-0.16 - 0.143/ l.75
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= -0.30/1.75
=

-0.17

As seen above, after applying the defuzzification, we get x = - 17%. That means
the dosage of Principal Drug, Assistant Drug, Adjuvant Drug and Guiding Drug
in the standard prescription should reduce by 17% as follows by using the
Criteria2.

Modified Prescription for White Tiger Decoction (Baihu Tang)
Source: treatise on Febrile Diseases
Ingredients:

No. 1: Gypsum, Gypsum Fibrosum (ground) (Principal Drug)

24.9g

No. 2: Wind-weed rhizome, Rhizoma Anemarrhenae (Assistant Drug)

7.47g

No. 3: Prepared Licorice root, Radix Glycyrrhizae Praeparata (Adjuvant Drug) 2.49g
No. 4: Polished round-grained nonglutinous rice,
Semen Oryzae Nonglutionosae (Guiding Drug)

7.47g

2. Modified prescription modifies the extra herbal plants.

Applying the inference process in our case.
Step 1: Compare the known facts with the premises of fuzzy rule R3 and to find the

degrees of compatibility with respect to each antecedent MF, we use the rule base of
section 5.1 and get the following compatibility.
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µinsomnia

(6) = 1.0

Step 2: Compute the degree part of rules R3. It will give the µpremiseR3 (6) = 1.0
because Rule 3 has only one antecedents.

Step 3: Compute the contribution of the rules R3:
µrule3 = µpremiseR3 /\ µ (Dosage is littlelncr)
=min {1.0, 0.2} = 0.2

Step 4: Computing the total weight of rules R3 leading to the same conclusion:
µTotal (ModPresj) =µrota! (Dosage)
=

0.2

We cannot do the aggregate by using rule 3 because extra herbal element is based on only
single rule and single antecedents (i.e. for single rule for a linguistic value of symptom).
Thus, the output for extra herbal elements remain the same i.e. 0.2

Step 5: Defuzzification by Center of Sums

=

0.006/0.2

=

0.03

As seen above, after applying the defuzzification, we get x = 3%. That means for extra
herbal plants, it is increased by 3% by using the criteria 1.
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Ingredients:

5.15g

No. 5 Amber (Assistant Drug)
Note: Nos. 5 is the extra herbal plant for symptom high Insomnia.
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The fuzzy system we design is totally menu based. The user just selects the option to get
the desired result. The use of linguistic values in the system makes it more convenient
and user friendly. The fuzzy system has various parts like Standard Prescription,
Modified Prescription, Knowledge Acquisition, Database Acquisition, and Help. Let's
see each section in detail and compare the performance of the modified prescription from
standard prescription.

6.1 Main Screen

Figure 6- 1: Main Screen of the Fuzzy System
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6.2 Standard Prescription

In the standard prescription, it is just the database retrieval of prescription no fuzzy is
employed in it. In figure 6-2, we have following options.
1) Therapies: It shows the various therapeutic oriental medicines plans. For

example heat clearing, mediating prescription etc.

2) Sub Therapies: It shows the various list of therapeutic under selected therapeutic
oriental medicine plan. In our case, it is showing the fever due to deficiency, heat
from viscera, Qi and blood, Qi system, Ying and blood various therapeutic under
heat clearing.

3) Prescriptions: It shows the list of prescriptions under listed sub-therapies in our
case, it is showing clearing summer heat, gypsum decoction, lung heat expelling
powder, powder treating dark urine, spleen heat expelling powder.

4) My prescription: By pressing this button or just pressing ALT + M we get the
standard prescription. In our case, it is showing the prescription for Gypsum
Decoction.

5) Prescription Information: In the table, at the end, it shows the prescription after
selecting the therapeutic plan, and sub therapeutic, and prescription. The meaning
of the various columns heading in the table is as listed:

a) DRUG_TYPE: In this PD means the principal drug, AD means the
Assistant drug, AJD means the adjuvant drug, and GD means the guiding
drug. All these drugs are helping drug except principal drug.
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Figure 6- 2: Showing the Standard Prescription
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b) MED_MODERN_NAME: It is the modem name of the drug. It is

mentioned because now they are in common. It is also known as common
name.

c) TRADITIONAL_NAME: It is the traditional name of the drug. It is the
name used in the past.
d) HOW_TO_TAKE: As the name suggests it shows how the patient should

take the prescription. It is not generated by the fuzzy system, straight from
the books. It is the same as prescribed by the oriental practitioners. For
example: pills, injection etc.
e) CAUTION: It shows the precaution that is necessary to know in the time

of taking the prescriptions. For example, generally we see that the
traditional oriental medicine is not given for the pregnant women.

6.3 Modified Prescription

In Modified Prescription, it is the extension of the standard prescription. In figure 6-3 the
process is the same from choosing the therapies to selecting the prescription. After that
we have more options like Age, Health status or illness condition of the patient,
Insomnia, constipation, fever, Cough, Appetite, and the selection of sex. The modified
prescription is using all these symptoms to modified prescription by using the fuzzy
system to give two types of prescription i.e. modified standard prescription and modified
common symptoms. At Current stage, it can modify the fifteen therapies.
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Figure 6- 3: Showing the Modified Prescription First Look

1) Extra Elements Only: It only shows the elements of oriental traditional medicine
that is come by selecting the symptom like insomnia, cough, appetite, fever,
constipation, sex etc.
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2) Add Prescription: It adds the extra elements of oriental traditional medicine to
the modified prescription of therapeutic plan, It's for future purpose.
3) Why Modified Prescription: It gives the explanation for the given prescription.
It serves as one stage of the verification of the system. See details in section 6.5.1

In modified prescription, the user can have the two types of modified prescriptions. First,

it modified the standard prescription. Secondly, it modifies the extra herbal plants based
on some common symptoms like insomnia, cough, appetite; fever, constipation. The
figure 6-4 shows the modified standard prescription and figure 6-5, shows the modified
extra herbal plants based on some common symptoms.

6.4 Comparison Between Standard and Modified Prescription

~

,,_.

-

In the figure 6.4, it shows the Full Prescription i.e. modified prescription of Gypsum
Decoction of Heat Clearing therapy and Heat from Viscera sub therapy and plus the extra
elements of plants for the given symptoms. Its also shows the two dosage StdDosage i.e.
Standard Dosage and Modified Dosage.

As already said, the rule for selection of prescription is same in both standard prescription
and modified. In modified prescription, we input the age of the patient and his
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Figure 6- 4: Showing the Modified Prescription modifying standard prescription
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AGE 18 Young AND HEALTH STATU8 IS Mediumsevere THEN DOSAGE JS (NoChange) =1.0
AGE 18 MiddleAge ANO HEALTH STATUS IS MediumSevere THEN DOSAGE 18 ( Mediumlncreasing) =0.6
gregate output is 0.85, o. 15,
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Figure 6-5: Modified prescription for modifying the extra herbal plants.
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For lsomnia
Aggregate output 0.2,
Insomnia Net change is 3%
ForCough
Aggregate output 0.2, 0.3333333333333333,
Cough Net change is 1.125%
For Appetite
Aggregate output 0.2,
Appetite Net change is 3%
For Fever
Aggregate output 0.2, 0.5,
Fever Net change is 0.857%
For Constipation
Aggregate output 0.2, 0.3333333333333333,

health status as shown in figure 6.4. It can have some extra elements of herbal medicine
on the basis of extra symptoms like fever, cough etc It also gives the energizer for male
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and tonic for female as the herbal element plants given to patients for strengthening
shown in figure 6-5.

As we can see in the figure 6.4 the standard dosage is the same but the modified dosage is
changed according to given symptoms. For example, the gypsum fibrosum is 30 gm in
standard dosage but in modified dosage it is 30.5 gm, and for other Rhizome
Anemarrhenae, Radix Rehanniae Preparata, Radix

Ophiopogonis, Radix Achyranthis

Bidentalae it changes the same i.e. 1.5 %. And same way in figure 6-5, for extra herbal

~~\

plants.

6.5 Verification

.$'~

6.5.1 Explanation Facility

A trademark of expert system is their ability to explain their reasoning. This fuzzy system
has an additional module called the explanation facility. Using this facility, an expert
system can provide an explanation to the user or traditional oriental practitioners about
the reached conclusion. The explanation facility provides the transparency provided into
the system's reasoning. This capability is very important in an expert system because it
gives the justification to support the results. The explanation given can make the user feel
more comfortable with the conclusion or results provided by the system. Let's take the
same example as shown in figure 6-4 and figure 6-5, in which we see a message box with
heading "Showing the Why Modified Prescription ". It gives the proper justification by
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explaining almost all the steps of inference engine in process of making the modified
prescription.

Now, let's see all the steps of explanation module in detail of figure 6-4. It shows the
degree of compatibility of input age is 23 and health status of patient is 5.

After computing the Step 2: Firing Strength; Step 3: Induced conclusion membership
function by using the rules, it gets the step 4: Aggregate all outputs 0.85, 0.15; Then to
use it in modified prescription, it needs to defuzzy by the last, Step 5: Defuzzification, we
get net change is 1.5 %,

In figure 6-5, the herbal element Amber for insomnia is modified by 3%, cough by
1.125%, Appetite by 3%, fever by 0.857%, constipation by 1.125% as shown in its
explanation. We have different change for each element of herbal plants because the
patient has different level of common symptoms.

6.5.2 Knowledge Acquisition

The knowledge acquisition is one of the most difficult tasks in developing an expert
system. The objective of knowledge acquisition phase is to acquire the knowledge on the
problem that is different traditional oriental practitioner may use different ways to

change the dosage of standard prescription according to patient 's age, its health
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condition and other conditions like cough, fever etc. It can add more rules or remove
rules from the system.

As shown in figure 6-6, the menu based knowledge acquisition is made, where oriental
traditional practitioners just select the patient's symptoms and form the new rules to the
system. The weight must be given to each rule. All the symptoms of patients like age,
health status, and other symptoms like cough, fever are represented as linguistic variable.
And their values for example, for health status it is very severe, almost severe etc are
represented as linguistic values. Lets see all the options one by one:

1) Rules: Under it we can see it lists all the rules. We can move the scroll bar to
view the invisible other invisible rules.

2) Write to Database: After making the rule, click this button to write m it
database. After this we can view our rules in Rules list.

-

3) Remove Rule: Click on this can remove the selecting the rules from rules list.
Weight: To add weight to the rule takes in 0.0 to 1.0.

4) Then Dosage is: It shows consequent part of the rules. It includes the reducing or
increasing dosage.

.

.

5) Antecedents: The age, health status, cough, msomma, appetite, fever,
constipation are the antecedents of the rules.

6) Weight: It takes the weight of the rule between 0 and I.
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Figure 6-6 Showing the Knowledge Acquisition

6.5.3 Verification by Oriental Traditional Practitioner

The verification of the fuzzy system by the oriental traditional practitioner is necessary
because they are using the knowledge of oriental medicine in real life. They can better
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decide whether the prescription system in oriental medicine is helpful for them or not.
The modified prescription of the fuzzy system is verified by the following.
1. Hospital in Oriental Traditional Medicine: Minister of Health, Govt. of India,
approves "Bapu Nature Cure Hospital & Yogashram" the hospital. It is also
recognized by Delhi Teaching I Training Institute to provide the various courses
in field of oriental traditional medicine. The panel of doctors of this hospital
verified this fuzzy system. According to them, "tlie system modifies tlte
prescription by modifying its dosage form is 90% correct, they also suggest the
system is for teaming".
2. Oriental Traditional Practitioner: Dr. Yogesh Dhawan, he is M.D (Alt. Med),
and member of Member-Arthritis Foundation (U.S.A). He also formally sits at
India leading hospital i.e. Hindu Rao Hospital, T.C.Medical Hospital, and Y.N.M
Hospital. According to him, "It is a tremendous work in the field of alternate
medicine, in present form, it is most scientific & quite accurate. It will prove
greatly be11eficially to tlte students worki11g i11 tltis field for teaming and furtlter
research work ".

*

According to them, the system is best in this present form and greatly beneficial for the
students of oriental medicine for learning and further research. For more information
about the verification, please refer to appendix F.
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6.6 Database Acquisition

Figure 6-7: Showing the Database Acquisition
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Database Acquisition is to add therapies, sub therapies, and their prescription. In the
figure 6-7, we can see the prescription is added in the easy rule base format. In above
case, for adding the prescription Chuanxion Mixture, if therapy is Prescrip tion for
calming wind and sub therapy is calming Endogenous.
1) Add therapies, Del therapies and add sub therapies or Del sub therapies:

For adding and deleting therapies and sub therapies.
2) Show therapies: Is to show sub therapies of selected therapy.

Figure 6- 8: Showing the Rules to get the prescription
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3) Edit: It opens the new window for deleting the prescription. It is shown in the
next figure 6- 8.
a) Delete the Selection: To delete the selected prescription.
b) Write to Database: To ensure the delete. Once this press, we can't
retrieve the prescription.
c) Refresh: To refresh the rules list of prescription.
d) Select me for Edit Column: It is select to view the number of columns.

e) Get Details: It is for future use. To edit or delete the drugs inside the
prescription.

~\
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION

7.1 Conclusion

This thesis presented the problem of prescription of oriental traditional medicine and
proposed a model of modifying standard prescription using the fuzzy set theory and fuzzy
logic. An example of applying the proposed model for the artificial rule base was
demonstrated. On the other hand, the prototype system for modifying fifteen therapies
that include many sub therapies and each sub therapy includes many standard
prescriptions (total seventy standard prescriptions), is developed in computer. The
prototype system is also including the knowledge acquisition to acquire the knowledge
that is helpful for different oriental traditional practitioner to add there knowledge for
modify the standard prescription in the system.

~

The problem of prescription of traditional medicine is complicated and very fuzzy as
discussed in the Chapter 5. The full process of forming prescriptions of traditional
medicine called "BienChung-LuanTri" i.e. based on observed symptoms on patient, the
syndrome differentiation is given. After that the main therapy methods are suggested i.e.
the prescription is proposed. In this process, when the syndrome differentiation is
indicated, the standard prescription is suggested, but depending on the additional
symptoms (may not main symptom caused pathogenesis) and on patient status, age, the
standard prescriptions should be modified and extra herbal plants suggested for common
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symptoms like cough, appetite etc m order to treat the given pathogenesis more
efficiently.

The fuzzy system has the explanation mechanism to verify the belief and accuracy of the
modified prescription. In addition, the verification of the modified prescription of fuzzy
system is by the hospital that works in the field of oriental medicine and also provides
courses for the oriental students. The oriental traditional practitioner also verifies the
system. Their remarks are attached in the Appendix -F.

7.2 Recommendation

1. Our further work is to continue to research on modeling the whole process of forming
prescriptions of oriental traditional medicine.

-

2. Also on refining the explanation mechanism of the final obtained prescription.
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APPENDIX A: RULES

Some examples of rules from database are listed here:

Rl: IF Patient Age is Young AND
Health Status is Very Severe

THEN Dosage is Medium Increasing.
µ(Dosage is Medium Increasing)= 1.0

S

-----------------------------------------------------------R2: IF Patient Age is Young AND

~~~

0,A'

~
,,_.

Health Status is Almost Severe

THEN Dosage is Medium Increasing
µ(Dosage is Medium Increasing)= 0.8

R3: IF Patient Age is Young AND
Health Status is Medium Severe

THEN Dosage is No Change
µ(Dosage is No Change)= 1.0

R4: IF Patient Age is Young AND
Health Status is Possible Severe

THEN Dosage is Little Reducing
µ (Dosage is Little Reducing) = 1.0
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RS: IF Patient Age is Young AND
Health Status is Little Severe

THEN Dosage is Almost Reducing
µ(Dosage is Almost Reducing)= 0.5

R6: IF Patient Age is Middle Age AND
Health Status is Very Severe

THEN Dosage is Much Increasing.

ERS/7}~

µ(Dosage is Much fucreasing) = 1.0

~
l='

-,.....

R7: IF Patient Age is Middle Age AND
Health Status is Almost Severe

~

THEN Dosage is Much Increasing.
µ(Dosage is Much Increasing)= 0.5

-

-----------------------------------------------------------RS: IF Patient Age is Middle Age AND
Health Status is Medium Severe

THEN Dosage is Medium Increasing.
µ (Dosage is Medium fucreasing)

()A'

= 0.6

R9: IF Patient Age is Middle Age AND
Health Status is Possible Severe
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THEN Dosage is Medium Increasing.
µ(Dosage is Medium Increasing)= 0.4

Rl 0: IF Patient Age is Middle Age AND
Health Status is Little Severe

THEN Dosage is No Change.
µ (Dosage is No Change) = 1.0

Rll: IF Patient Age is Old AND

"

Eff S/ 1"y
0~

Health Status is Very Severe

THEN Dosage is Little Increasing.
µ(Dosage is Little Increasing)= 0.5

~
,,_.

r-

l:a

R12: IF Patient Age is Old AND

~

Health Status is Almost Severe

THEN Dosage is No Change.

R13: IF Patient Age is Old AND
Health Status is Medium Severe

THEN Dosage is Little Reducing.
µ (Dosage is Little Reducing) = 0.2
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R14: IF Patient Age is Old AND

Health Status is Possible Severe

THEN Dosage is Little Reducing.
µ(Dosage is Little Reducing)= 0.3

R15: IF Patient Age is Old AND

Health Status is Little Severe

THEN Dosage is Much Reducing.
µ (Dosage is Much Reducing) = 0.3

R16: IF Patient Age is Middle Age

THEN Dosage is Much Increasing.
µ(Dosage is Much Increasing)= 1.0

Rl 7: IF Patient Age is Young

THEN Dosage is Much Increasing.

R18: IF Patient Age is Old

THEN Dosage is Much Reducing
µ(Dosage is Much Reducing)= 1.0
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Rl9: IF Constipation is Little

THEN Dosage is Little Reducing.
µ(Dosage is Little Reducing)= 0.2

R20: IF Constipation is Medium

THEN Dosage is No Change.
µ(Dosage is No Change)= 1.0

R21: IF Constipation is High

'"ERs1,_y
()
~

THEN Dosage is Little Increasing.
µ(Dosage is Little Increasing)= 0.2

~
l='

-

R22: IF Fever is Little

~

~

THEN Dosage is Little Reducing.

~

µ(Dosage is Little Reducing)= 0.2

R23: IF Fever is Medium

THEN Dosage is No Change.
µ(Dosage is No Change)= 1.0

R24: IF Fever is Almost high

THEN Dosage is Little Increasing.
µ(Dosage is Little Increasing)= 0.2
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R25: IF Appetite is Reduce

THEN Dosage is Little Reducing.
µ(Dosage is Little Reducing)= 0.2

R26: IF Appetite is Medium

THEN Dosage is No Change.
µ(Dosage is No Change)= 1.0

R27: IF Appetite is Very Much Reduce

THEN Dosage is Little Increasing.
µ(Dosage is Little Increasing)= 0.2

R28: IF Cough is Little

THEN Dosage is Little Reducing.
µ(Dosage is Little Reducing)= 0.2

-----------------------------------------------------------R29: IF Cough is Medium

1~

~d~,,I
!l1ai.J'ilt»'
D'

THEN Dosage is No Change.
µ(Dosage is No Change)= 1.0

R30: IF Cough is High

THEN Dosage is Little Increasing.
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*

~~

µ (Dosage is Little Increasing) = 0.2

R31: IF Insomnia is Little

THEN Dosage is Little Reducing.
µ(Dosage is Little Reducing) = 0.2

R32: IF Insomnia is Medium

THEN Dosage is No Change.
µ (Dosage is No Change) = 1.0

RS/l"y

[

-----------------------------------------------------------R33: IF Insomnia is High

THEN Dosage is Little Increasing.
µ (Dosage is Little Increasing) = 0.2

~~

~
l='

~

~

~
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APPENDIX B: USER MANUAL

Before using the application, we need to set up the connection to the database. It is done
by the following way.

Step 1: Go to control Panel -> click on ODBC icon. You will see the screen as in Figure
Al, Select the Microsoft Access 97, and press the add button. Then, you will see a

Figure B- 1: Showing the ODBC Data Source Administrator.
new screen, in that screen select Microsoft Access Driver and press finish button. Then
new screen will appear as shown in Figure B- 2.

Step 2: Just fill the screen as shown in Figure B- 2, and select the database after selecting
the Select button. And press ok. until all screen off.
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Figure B- 2: Showing the ODBC Access Set up.

Now, the connection is already set we can now discuss the user manual.
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MAIN SCREEN OF THE FUZZY SYSTEM FOR OTM

Figure B- 3: Showing the Main Menu.
Listing some general points that is used commonly in every option of fuzzy system.
•

All the options like Standard Prescription, Modified Prescription, Knowledge
Acquisition, Database Acquisition, and Help can be selected by just click of the
mouse or also by pressing the button from the keyboard with ALT key. For example:
to select the standard prescription, just click on it or press ALT+ S (Sis pressed,
because it is underlined in .Standard prescription).

•

If you point the mouse on any option it will show its use or what it does. For example

in case of Database Acquisition, it show it is for acquiring the more prescription or
Therapies.
•

Back button: It is to go back.
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User Manual for Standard Prescription

Gypsum
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Figure B- 4: Showing the Standard Prescription
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Step 1: Select a Therapy under Therapies, and click on therapies.
Step 2: Select a sub therapy under Sub Therapies, and click on Sub therapies.
Step 3: Select a prescription under Prescription, and click on My Prescription.
Step 4: You will the prescription in the table at the end. In the table, at the end, it shows
the prescription after selecting the therapeutic plan, and sub therapeutic, and prescription.

The meaning of the various columns heading in the table is as listed in figure B-4:
•

DRUG_TYPE: In this PD means the principal drug, AD means the Assistant drug,
AJD means the adjuvant drug, GD means the guiding drug. All these drugs are
helping drug except principal drug.

•

MED_MODERN_NAME: It is the modem name of the drug. It is mentioned
because now they are in common. It is also known as common name.

•

TRADITIONAL_NAME: It is the traditional name of the drug. It is the name i.e.
used in the past.

•

HOW_TO_TAKE: As the name suggests it shows how the prescription should be
taken by the patient. It is not generated by the fuzzy system, straight from the books.
It is same as prescribe by the oriental practitioners.

•

CAUTION: It shows the precaution that is necessary to know in the time of taking
the prescriptions. For example, generally we see the traditional oriental medicine is
not given for the pregnant women.
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User Manual for Modified Prescription

Dampness Eleminating
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Figure B- 5: Showing the Modified Prescription Main Screen.
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Figure B- 6: Showing the Modified Prescription.

Step 1: Repeat the steps as shown in Standard Prescription, from one to three.
Step 2: Input the Patient's age and Health Status.
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Step 3: Press My Prescription button, a new window will appear as shown in Figure B- 6,
it shows the prescription.

Step 4: Select the option like fever, constipation, appetite, insomnia, cough and sex. It is
the optional selection, only for the patient who has these extra symptoms.

Step 5: We can get the oriental medicine for these extra symptoms by selecting the Extra
Elements Only.

Step 6: Ifwe patient want these elements of oriental medicine to include in his/her
prescription. User just presses the Add Prescription button.
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User Manual for Knowledge Acquisition

RULE 129: IF *PATIENTAGE IS Old THEN MuchReducing(1.0)
RULE 130: IF *PATIENTAGE IS MiddleAge THEN Muchlncreasing(0.8)
RULE 131: IF *PATIENTAGE JS Young AND *HEALTHSTATUS IS MediumSevere THEN DOSAGE I

~
none

~

Figure B~ 7: Showing the Knowledge Acquisition
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Step 1: Select any symptoms for you want to make rule other wise select none. For
example: In figure B- 7, we have young and very severe for patient health status and
make other antecedents as none.
Step 2: Select the Dosage or conclusion part of the rule.

Step 3: To accept the rule presses the Write Database button. It will accept the rule
Step 4: Selected rule can be seen in the Rules box at last.
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User Manual for Database Acquisition

Figure B- 8: Showing the Database Acquisition
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To write the prescription under the selected therapies and sub therapies.
Step 1: Select the therapy under Therapies and press show Sub therapies button. It will
show its sub therapies in the sub therapies columns.
Step 2: Fill the prescription in the table and write the name of the prescription in the
Prescription Name box.
Step 3: Press the Write Database to write the prescription in the database.

To add or delete the Therapies and Sub therapies:
Step 1: For adding: First write the therapy or sub therapy in the "Enter here" box and
press the desired Add therapies or Add Sub therapies button.
Step 2: For deleting: Select the therapy or sub therapy and presses the Del Therapy or
Del sub therapy.

-

l='

For listing and deleting the prescription presses the Edit button and new screen will
appear as in Figure B- 9.
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Figure B- 9: Showing all the prescription.
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'

Deleting the prescription:
Step 1: Select the prescription and presses the delete the selection button.
Step 2: Presses write to database to permanently delete the prescription.
Note:
1. To edit the prescription is for future work.

2. Refresh: is to refresh the all the prescription.

3. To select the columns, select me for editing the columns

Extra Note: This software is made in Java 2 and required Java Virtual Machine to run.
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APPENDIX C: SOURCE CODE
Source Code for Modified Prescription
/**MODIFIED PRESCRIPTION*/

I**
* This programme is made by:
* Pramod kumar ( SUN CERTIFIED PROGRAMMER)
* MSCS, Assumption University, Bangkok
*I
import javax.swing.*;
import javax.swing.event. *;
import javax.swing.table. *;
import javax.swing.border. *;
import java.awt. *;
1111r..\ \ "
SJ~
import java.awt.event.*;
,\°'
I
import java.util. *;
~
import java.text.NumberFormat;
V~
import java.sql. *;

ER

y

public class ModifiedPrescription extends JDialog
implements ActionListener, ListSelectionListener
{
ModifiedPrescriptionO
{
setTitle("MODIFIED PRESCRIPTION");

,A

addWindowListener(new WindowAdapterO
{
public void windowClosing( WindowEvent e )
{

System.exit( 0 );
}
});

String url = "jdbc:odbc:OTMDatabase";
String username = "anonymous";
String password= "guest";
query = "SELECT DISTINCT MainSymptom FROM
StandardPrescription";

JI Load the driver to allow connection to the database
try {
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Class.forName( "sun.jdbc.odbc.JdbcOdbcDriver" );
con = DriverManager.getConnection(url);
stmt = con.createStatementO;
rs= stmt.executeQuery(query);
rsmd = rs.getMetaDataO;
listVecMain =new VectorO;
while ( rs.nextO)
listVecMain.addElement( rs.getString(l));
!!********** for table dummy value
}

catch ( ClassNotFoundException cnfex ) {
System.err.println("Failed to load JDBC/ODBC driver." );
cnfex. printStackTraceO;
System.exit( 1 ); //terminate program
}
catch ( SQLException sqlex) {
System.err.println( "Unable to connect" );
sqlex.printStackTraceO;
System.exit( 1 ); //terminate program
}

layout= new GridBagLayoutO;
constraints= new GridBagConstraintsO;
content= getContentPaneO;
content.setLayout( layout);
initComponentsO;
setLayoutO;

V****************
setSize( 750,550);
setVisible( true );

}
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public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent ae)
{

double justprint = 100.0;
Object source= ae.getSourceO;
Number Format formatter=
NumberFormat.getNumberlnstanceO;
formatter.setMaximumFractionDigits(3);

try {
if( source == buttonMainSymptom )
{

if( strSelMainList.equals(" "))
{
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Please Select the Main
Prescription First", "Message Box",
JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);
return;
}
query= "SELECT DISTINCT( ChildSymptom )FROM
StandardPrescription " + "WHERE MainSymptom ="' +
strSelMainList + ""';
rs= stmt.executeQuery(query);
listVecChild = new VectorO;
while ( rs.nextO )
{
int n = 1;
listVecCbild.addElement( rs.getString(n));
n++;
}
listChild.setListData( listVecChild );
}//end of main symptom if
else if( source == buttonCbildSymptom )
{
if( strSelMainList.equals(" ") I strSelChildList.equals(" "))
{
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null," Please Select the Child
Prescription First", "Message Box",
OptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);
return; }
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query= "SELECT DISTINCT Prescription FROM
StandardPrescription " + "WHERE MainSymptom ="' +
strSelMainList +"'AND ChildSymptom ='" + strSelChildList + "'";
rs= stmt.executeQuery(query);
listVecPresc = new VectorO;
while ( rs.nextO )
{
int n = 1;
listVecPresc.addElement( rs.getString(n));
n++;
}
JistPresc.setListData( listVecPresc );
}//end of child symptom if
else if( source== buttonGetResult)
{
if( strSelPrescList.equals(" "))
{
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Please Select the
prescription First", "Message Box",
JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);
return;
}
//System.out.println("\n\n ");
steplQ; //fuzzify inputs
callRuleO;
//showing the rules
output+= "\nRules are\n";
for(int row= O; row< dataOutput.length; row++)
{

~

if(dataOutput[row][O) =null)
continue;
output += "\n";
output+= "IF AGE IS "+ dataOutput[row][O];
output += 11 AND HEAL TH STATUS IS " +
dataOutput[ row] [1];
output+= " THEN DOSAGE IS ( " + data0utput[row][2]
output+="= 11 + data0utput[row][3];

}

allStepsO; //up to aggregate
//showing the aggregate output
//System.out.println(" \nAggregate output is ");
output+= "\nAggregate output is ";
for(int i = O; i < outputDouble.length; i++)
{

if(outputDouble[i] == 0.0)
continue;
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output+= formatter.format(outputDouble{i]) + ", ";
}

netChangeO;
justprint *=CHANGE;
output+= "\nNet change is " + formatter.format(justprint) + "%";
query= "SELECT* FROM"+ strSelPrescList;
rs= stmt.executeQuery(query);
int c = O;
int si4 = O;
String sl, s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,sd;
data= new Object{20][7];
while ( rs.nextO )
{

sl = rs.getString(l);
s2 = rs.getString(2);
s3 = rs.getString(3);
si4 = rs.getlnt(4);
sd = "" + formatter.format(si4);
s4 = formatter.format(si4 + (si4 * CHANGE));
s5 = rs.getString(5);
s6 = rs.getString(6);
data{c)[O] = sl;
data[c][l] = s2;
data[c][2) = s3;
data[c][3] = sd;
data[c][4) = s4;
data[c][5) = s5;
data[c][6] = s6;
++c;
}

//for change in table
myModel.fireTableStructureChangedO;
new Show(null, "The is " + strSelPrescList +
" ModifiedPrescription of" + strSelMainList, true);
}//end of Presc
else if( buttonBack ==source)
this.disposeO;
else if( buttonExtra = source )

*

{

steplOtherO;//Fuzzify all inputs
callRuleOtherO;//call the rules
//showing the rules
output+= 11 \n Rules are \n";
for(int row= O; row< dataOutputOther.length; row++)
{
if(dataOutputOther[row] [OJ != null)
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output+= " IF INSOMNIA IS " + dataOutputOtber[row][O] +
" AND DOSAGE IS (" + dataOutputOther[row][S] + ") = " +
data0utput0tber[row][6] + "\n";
if(dataOutputOther[row][l] !=null)
output+=" IF COUGH IS"+ dataOutputOther[row][l] +
"AND DOSAGE IS("+ dataOutputOther[rowJIS] + ") =" +
data0utput0ther[row][6] + "\n";
if(data0utput0ther[row][2] !=null)
output+= " IF APPETITE IS " + data0utput0ther[row]l2] +
" AND DOSAGE IS (" + dataOutputOther[row][S] + ") = " +
data0utput0ther[row][6] + "\n";
if(data0utput0ther[row][3] !=null)
output+= " IF FEVER IS " + data0utput0tber[row][3] +
" AND DOSAGE IS (" + dataOutputOther[row][S] + ") = " +
data0utput0ther[row][6] + "\n";
if(data0utput0ther[row][4] !=null)
output+=" IF CONSTIPATION IS"+
data0utput0ther[row][4] + " AND DOSAGE IS(" +
dataOutputOtber[rowJIS] + ") = " +
data0utput0ther[row][6] + "\n";

,,_.

-

}

allStepsOtherO; //for aggrgeation
query= "SELECT* FROM OtherMedicine";
rs= stmt.executeQuery(query);
int c = O;
int si4 = O;
String sl, s2,s3,s4,s5,s6,sd;
data= new Objectf20][7];
while ( rs.nextO )
{
sl ="AD";
s2 = rs.getString(2);
s3 = rs.getString(3);
s4 = s3;
si4 = rs.getlnt(4);
sd = "" + formatter.format(si4);
if(s2.equals("Insomnia "))
s4 = formatter.format(si4 + (si4 *
Change_Insomnia));
else if(s2.equals("Cough "))
s4 = formatter.format(si4 + (si4 *
Cbange_Cough));

*
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else if(s2.equals(" Appetite"))
s4 = formatter.format(si4 + (si4 *
Change_Appetite));
else if(s2.equals("Fever"))
s4 = formatter.format(si4 + (si4 *
Change_Fever));
else if(s2.equals(''Constipation "))
s4 = formatter.format(si4 + (si4 *
Change_Consti));
else break;
data[c][OJ = sl;
data[cJ[lJ = s3;
data{c][2] = s3;
data[c]{3J = sd;
data[c][4J = s4;
++c;
}
callSex(c);
//for change in table
myModel.fireTableStructureChangedQ;
new Show(null, "Extra herbal plants are", true);
}
else if( buttonAddPrescription == source )
{

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Its for future purpose

" + " to Select the other effective herbal plants ", "Message
Box", JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);
}
else

}

System.out.println( " 1 ");

*

catch ( SQLException sqlex) {
System.err.println( "Unable to connect" );
sqlex. printStackTraceQ;
System.exit( 1 ); //terminate program
}
catch( NumberFormatException nfe)
{

nfe.printStackTraceQ;
}
}
private void callSex(int c) throws SQLException
{

String selectSex =(String) cboSex.getSelectedltemQ;
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if( selectSex.equals("Male"))
query= "SELECT * FROM OtherMedicine WHERE Symptom
LIKE 'Male'";
else
query= "SELECT* FROM OtherMedicine WHERE Symptom
LIKE 'Female' ";
rs= stmt.executeQuery(query);
String s = "";
while( rs.nextO )
{

data[c][O] ="AD";
s = " " + rs.getString(3);
data[c][l] = s;
data{c) [2] = s;
s = rs.getString(4);
data[c][3] = s;
data[c] [4] = s;
c++;
}
}

private void allStepsO throws NumberFormatException
{
double temp, fire;
for( inti= O; i < outputDouble.length; i++)
outputDouble[i] = 0.0;
String str, chk, chkl;
int cntr = O;
for( int row= O; row< dataOutput.length; row++)
{

if(dataOutput[row][O] ==null)
continue;
chk =(String) dataOutput[row][O];
chkl =(String) dataOutput[row]ll];
if( chk.equals("Young"))

*

{

if( chkl.equals("LittleSevere"))

memHealth = memHealthLittle;
else if( chkl.equals("PossibleSevere"))
memHealth = memHealthPossible;
else if( chkl.equals("MediumSevere"))
memHealth = memHealthMedium;
else if( chkl.equals(" AlmostSevere"))
memHealth = memHealthAlmost;
else if( chkl.equals("VerySevere"))
memHealth = memHealthHigh;
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temp= Math.min(memYoung, memHealth);
str =(String) data0utput[row][3J;
fire= Double.parseDouble(str);
outputDouble[cntrJ = Math.min(temp, fire);
cntr++;
}

else if{chk.equals{"MiddleAge"))
{

if( chkl.equals("LittleSevere"))
memHealth = memHealthLittle;
else if( chkl.equals("PossibleSevere"))
memHealth = memHealthPossible;
else if( chkl.equals("MediumSevere"))
memHealth = memHealthMedium;
else if( chkl.equals("AlmostSevere"))
memHealth = memHealthAlmost;
else if( chkl.equals("VerySevere"))
memHealth = memHealthHigh;
temp= Math.min(memMiddle, memHealth);
str =(String) data0utput[row]l3];
fire = Double.parseDouble(str);
outputDouble[cntrJ = Math.min(temp, fire);
cntr++;
}

else if(chk.equals("Old"))

r-

l:a

{

*

~

if( chkl .equals{"LittleSevere"))
memHealth = memHealthLittle;
else if( chkl.equals("PossibleSevere"))
memHealth = memHealthPossible;
else if( chkl.equals(''MediumSevere"))
memHealth = memHealthMedium;
else if( chkl.equals("AlmostSevere"))
memHealth = memHealthAlmost;
else if( chkl.equals("VerySevere"))
memHealth = memHealthHigh;

temp= Math.min(memOld, memHealth);
str =(String) data0utput[row][3];
fire= Double.parseDouble(str);
outputDouble[cntr] = Math.min(temp, fire);
cntr++;
}

}//end of for
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}
private void allStepsOtherO throws NumberFormatException
{
outputOther += "\n\n For Isomnia";
insomniaOtherO;
//similar way of code like insomnia
outputOther += "\n\n ForCough";
coughOtherO;
//similar way of code like insomnia
outputOther += "\n\n For Appetite";
appetiteOtherO;
//similar way of code like insomnia
outputOther += "\n\n For Fever";
feverOtherO;
//similar way of code like insomnia
outputOther += "\n\n For Constipation";
constipationOtherO;
}
private void netChangeOtherO
{
String RULEOUTPUT = "", str, outputAdd;
double NET_CHANGE = 0.0, highest =0.0;
System.out.println("\n\nCalling net change other");
II
int COUNTER= O;
for( inti= O; i < finalResultOther.Iength; i++)
finalResultOther[i] = 0.0;
for( inti= O; i < aggOther.length; i++)
{

if(aggOther[i][O] ==null)
continue;
COUNTER++;
RULEOUTPUT = (String) aggOther[i] [O];
str =(String) aggOther[i][l);
highest= Double.parseDouble(str.trimO);
if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("Muchlncreasing"))
{
NET_CHANGE= 0.2 *highest;
outputAdd = " could over increase the amount of drugs.";
}
else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("Almostlncreasing"))
{
NET_CHANGE = 0.15 *highest;
outputAdd = " could increase the amount of drugs.";
}

else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("Mediumlncreasing"))
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{

NET_CHANGE= 0.10 *highest;
outputAdd = " could just increase the amount of drugs.";
}
else if( RULEO UTPUT .equals(" Possiblelncreasing"))
{

NET_CHANGE = 0.05 * highest;
outputAdd = " could possible increase the amount of drugs.";
}
else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("Littlelncreasing"))
{

NET_CHANGE= 0.03 *highest;
outputAdd = " could just little increase the amount of drugs.";
}

else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("MuchReducing"))
{
NET_CHANGE= -0.2 *highest;
outputAdd = " could over reduce the amount of drugs.";
}

else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals(" AlmostReducing"))
{
NET_CHANGE= -0.15 *highest;
outputAdd = " could almost reduce the amount of drugs.";

}
else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("MediumReducing"))
{
NET_CHANGE =-0.10 *highest;
outputAdd = " could reduce the amount of drugs.";
}
else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("PossibleReducing"))
{
NET_CHANGE= -0.05 *highest;
outputAdd = 11 could possible reduce the amount of drugs. 11 ;
}
else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("LittleReducing 11 ))
{
NET_CHANGE =-0.03 *highest;
outputAdd = " could little reduce the amount of drugs.";
}
else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("NoChange"))
{
NET_CHANGE= 0.0 *highest;
outputAdd = " could not change the amount of drugs.";
}

//System.out.println("Above of Deffuzy" + NET_CHANGE);
flit stores the result of output of the rule multiply by% change
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finalResultOther[i] =NET_CHANGE;
}//end of for
//System.out.println("COUNTER IS " + COUNTER);
}
private void insomniaOtherO throws NumberFormatException
{
NumberFormat formatter=
NumberFormat.getNumberlnstanceO;
formatter.setMaximumFractionDigits(3);

String check="", str = "";
double fire= 0.0, temp = 0.0, divider= 0.0, sum= 0.0;
double inputl = 0.0;
int cntr = O;
//clear it
for( int row= O; row< aggOther.length; row++)
for( int col= O; col< aggOther[row].length; col++)
aggOther[row][col] =null;
//has all the rules
for( int row= O; row< dataOutputOther.length; row++)
{
if(dataOutputOther[row][O] ==null)
continue;
check= (String) dataOutputOther[row]{O];
check.trimO;
if(ch eek.equals(" Little"))
{
if(memlnsomniaLittle > 0.0)
{

str =(String) data0utput0ther[row][6];
fire= Double.parseDouble(str);
temp= Math.min(memlnsomniaLittle, fire);
aggOther[cntr][l] =""+temp;
aggOther[cntrHOJ = data0utput0ther[row][5];
cntr++;
}
}

else if(check.equals("Medium"))
{

if(memlnsomniaAverage > 0.0)
{
str =(String) data0utput0ther[row][6J;
fire = Double.parseDouble(str);
temp= Math.min(memlnsomniaAverage, fire);
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aggOther[ cntr] [1]
aggOther[cntr][O]
cntr++;
}

= "" + temp;
= data0utput0ther[row][5];

}

else if(check.equals("High 0 ))
{

if(memlnsomniaVerySevere > 0.0)
{

str =(String) data0utput0ther[row][6];
fire= Double.parseDouble(str);
temp= Math.min(memlnsomniaVerySevere, fire);
aggOther[cntr][l] =""+temp;
aggOther[cntr][O] = data0utput0ther[row][5];
cntr++;
}

}
}

//print the aggrOther
outputOther += "\n Aggregate output ";
for(int i = O; i < aggOther.length; i++)
{

if(aggOther[i][O] ==null)
continue;
outputOther += aggOther[i][l) + ", ";
}

netChangeOtherO;
for(int i = O; i < finalResultOther.length; i++)
{ inputl = finalResultOther[i];
if(inputl == 0.0)
continue;
sum+= inputl;
N
}
inputl = 0.0;
for(int i = O; i < aggOther.length; i++)
{

str =(String) aggOther[i)[l];
if( str ==null)
continue;
inputl = Double.parseDouble(str);
if(inputl == 0.0)
continue;
divider+= inputl;
}
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Change_Insomnia =sum/divider; //the net effect
outputOther += "\n Insomnia Net change is "+
formatter.format(Change_Insomnia * 100.0) + "%";
}
private void callRuleO throws SQLException
{
fillHealthStatusO;
int incr = O;
for(int row= O; row< dataOutput.length; row++)
for(int col= O; col< dataOutput[row].Iength; col++)
dataOutput[row][col) =null;
if( memYoung > 0.0)
{

for( inti= O; i < healthStatusArray.length; i++)
{
if(healthStatusArray[i] ==null)
continue;
query= "SELECT * FROM RULES " +
"WHERE Age= 'Young' AND HealthStatus ="' +
healthStatusArray[i] + "'";
rs = stmt.executeQuery(query);
_,-_
while( rs.nextQ)
-.,,,{
dataOutput[incr] [O] = rs.getString(" Age");
dataOutput[incr] [1) = rs.getString("HealthStatus ");
data0utput[incr]l2] = rs.getString("Dosage");
data0utputlincr][3] = rs.getString("Weight");
incr++;
}

}//end of for

*

}

if( memMiddle > 0.0)
{
for( inti= O; i < healthStatusArray.length; i++)
{
if(healthStatusArray[i] == null)
continue;
query= "SELECT * FROM RULES " +
"WHERE Age = 'MiddleAge' AND HealthStatus = "' +
healthStatusArray[i] + '"";
rs= stmt.executeQuery(query);
while( rs.nextQ)
{
dataOutput[incr] [O] = rs.getString(" Age");
dataOutput[incr] [1] = rs.getString("HealthStatus ");
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dataOutput[incr] [2] = rs.getString("Dosage");
dataOutput[incr] [3] = rs.getString("Weight");
incr++;

}
}//end of for
}
if( memOld > 0.0)
{
for( inti= O; i < healthStatusArray.length; i++)
{
if(healthStatusArray[i] == null)
continue;
query= "SELECT* FROM RULES"+
"WHERE Age= 'Old' AND HealthStatus = "' +
healthStatusArray[i] + "'";
rs= stmt.executeQuery(query);
while( rs.nextO)
{

dataOutput[incr] [O] = rs.getString(" Age");
dataOutput[incr] [1) = rs.getString("HealthStatus ");
dataOutput[incr] [2) = rs.getString("Dosage");
data0utput[incr][3] = rs.getString("Weight");
incr++;
}

} //end fo for
}//end of memold
}

private void callRuleOtherO throws SQLException
{

int incr = O;
//make space for rules clear
for(int row= O; row< dataOutputOther.length; row++)
for(int col= O; col< dataOutputOther[row).length; col++)
dataOutputOther[row][col] =null;
query = "Select * from RULES where Insomnia = 'Little' " +
"OR Insomnia= 'High' OR Insomnia= 'Medium"';
rs= stmt.executeQuery(query);
while( rs.nextO)
{
dataOutputOther[incr) [O] = rs.getString("lnsomnia ");
dataOutputOther[incr] [5] = rs.getString("Dosage");
dataOutputOther[incr] [6] = rs.getString("Weight");
incr++;
}
query = "Select * from RULES where Cough = 'Little' " +
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"OR Cough= 'High' OR Cough= 'Medium"';
rs = stmt.executeQuery(query);
while( rs.nextO)
{

dataOutputOther[incr] [1] = rs.getString("Cough ");
dataOutputOther[incr] [5] = rs.getString("Dosage");
dataOutputOther[incr] [6] = rs.getString("Weight");
incr++;
}

query= "Select* from RULES where Appetite= 'Reduce'"+
"OR Appetite= 'Medium' OR Appetite= 'VeryMuchReduce'";
rs= stmt.executeQuery(query);
while( rs.nextO)
{
dataOutputOther[incr] [2] = rs.getString(" Appetite");
dataOutputOther[incr] [5] = rs.getString("Dosage");
data0utput0ther[incr][6] = rs.getString("Weight");
incr++;
}

query = "Select * from RULES where Fever= 'Little' " +
"OR Fever= 'AlmostHigh' OR Fever= 'Medium"';
rs = stmt.executeQuery(query);
while( rs.nextO)
{
dataOutputOther[incr] [3] = rs.getString("Fever");
dataOutputOther[incr] [5] = rs.getString("Dosage");
dataOutputOther[incr] [6] = rs.getString("Weight");
incr++;
}

query= "Select* from RULES where Constipation= 'Little' "+
"OR Constipation= 'High' OR Constipation= 'Medium"';
rs= stmt.executeQuery(query);
while( rs.nextO)
{

dataOutputOtber[incr] [4] =
rs.getString(" Constipation");
dataOutputOther[incr] [5] = rs.getString("Dosage");
dataOutputOther[incr] [6] = rs.getString("Weight");
incr++;
}

}

private void stepl OtherO
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{

//for extra elements
//fuzzify inputs
String strCough = (String) txtCough.getTextO;
String strlnsomnia =(String) txtlnsomnia.getTextO;
String strAppetite =(String) txtAppetite.getTextO;
String strConstipation = (String) txtConstipation.getTextO;
String strFever =(String) txtFever.getTextO;
if( strCough == null)
{

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,"Please Enter the value
between 1to10","Message Box",
JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);
}

else
{

membershipCough(strCough);
}
if( strlnsomnia ==null)
{
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Please Enter the value
between 1 to 6" ,Message Box",
JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);

-

}
else membershiplnsomnia(strlnsomnia);
if( strAppetite ==null)
{
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Please Enter the value
between 1 to 3 ","Message Box",
JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);
}
else membershipAppetite(strAppetite);
if( strConstipation == null )
{
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null,"Please Enter the value
between 1 to 17 to wait", "Message Box",
JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);

r-

l:a

}
else membershipConstipation(strConstipation);
if( strFever ==null)
{
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null," Please Enter the value
between 98 to 102 Fahrenheit","Message Box",
JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);
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}

else membershipFever(strFever);
}
//***********Starts all the membership function **
private void membershipCough(String cough)
{
double input= O;
try{
input= Double.parseDouble(cough);
}

catch(NumberFormatException nfe)
{ nfe.printStackTraceO; }
memCoughLittle = 0.0;
memCoughAverage = 0.0;
memCoughVeryMuch = 0.0;
if( input> 0 & input<= 10)
{

outputOther = "\nApplying the inference for other ";
outputOther += "\nlnputs are ";
memCoughLittle = callAge(input, 0, 0, 2, 3 );
outputOther +=
"\n\n memCoughLittle" +
memCoughLittle;
memCoughAverage = callAge(input, 2, 3, 7, 10 );
memCoughAverage);
outputOther += "\n memCoughAverage "+
memCoughAverage;
memCoughVeryMuch = callAge(input, 7, 10, 12, 13);
memCough VeryMuch);
outputOther += "\n memCoughVeryMuch "+
memCough VeryMuch;
}
else
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Please Enter between 1 to
10 times cough:","Message Box",
JoptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE );
}
private void membershiplnsomnia(String insomnia)
{
double input= O;
try{
input = Double.parseDouble(insomnia);
}
catch(NumberFormatException nfe)
{ nfe.printStackTraceO; }
memlnsomniaLittle = 0.0;
memlnsomniaAverage = 0.0;
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memlnsomniaVerySevere = 0.0;
System.out.printlnO;
if( input> 0 & input<= 6 )
{

memlnsomniaLittle = callAge(input, O, O, 1.5, 2 );
outputOther += "\n\n memlnsominaLittle " +
memlnsomniaLittle;
memlnsomniaAverage = callAge(input, 1.5, 2, 4, 6 );
outputOther += "\n memlnsominaAverage "+
memlnsomniaAverage;
memlnsomniaVerySevere = caIIAge(input, 4, 6, 7, 8);
outputOther += "\n memlnsominaVerySevere " +
memlnsomniaVerySevere;
}
else

JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Please Enter between 1 to 6:
hours", "Message Box", JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE );
}
private void steplQ
{
String age = (String) txtAge.getTextQ;
String health= (String) txtHealthStatus.getTextQ;
if( age == null)
{
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Please Enter the Age
between 1 to 100", "Message Box",
JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);
}
else
{
membershipAge(age);
}
if( health== null)
N
{
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null," Please input health
status between 1 to 10", "Message Box",
JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE);
}
else membershipHS(health);
}//end of Step 1
private void membershipDosage(double x)
{//for health status
double memDosLittlelncr = 0.0;
double memDosPossiblelncr = 0.0;
double memDosMediumlncr = 0.0;
double memDosAlmostlncr = 0.0;

*
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double memDosMuchlncr = 0.0;
double memNoChange = 0.0;
double memDosLittleRed = 0.0;
double memDosPossibleRed = 0.0;
double memDosMediumRed = 0.0;
double memDosAlmostRed = 0.0;
double memDosMuchRed = 0.0;
memDosLittlelncr = callHealthStatus(x,0.0, 3.0, 5.0);
memDosPossiblelncr = callHealthStatus(x, 3.0, 5.0, 10.0);
memDosMediumlncr = callHealthStatus(x, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0);
memDosAlmostlncr = callHealthStatus(x, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0);
memDosMuchlncr = callHealthStatus(x, 15.0, 20.0, 21.0);
memDosLittleRed = callHealthStatus(x,O.O, -3.0, -5.0);
memDosPossibleRed = callHealthStatus(x, -3.0, -5.0, -10.0);
memDosMediumRed = calJHealthStatus(x, -5.0, -10.0, -15.0);
memDosAlmostRed = callHealthStatus(x, -10.0, -15.0, -20.0);
memDosMuchRed = callHealthStatus(x, -15.0, -20.0, -21.0);
}

private void membershipHS(String health)
{//for health status
~
double healthlnt = 0.0;
memHealthLittle = 0.0;
memHealthPossible = 0.0;
memHealthMedium = 0.0;
memHealthAlmost = 0.0;
memHealthHigh = 0.0;
try{
healthlnt = Double.parseDouble(health); ~
}
catch(NumberFormatException nfe)
{ nfe.printStackTraceO; }
if( healthlnt > 0 & healthlnt <= 10)
{
memHealthLittle = callHealthStatus(healthlnt, O, O, 2);
output+= "\n memHealthLittle " + memHealthLittle;
memHealthPossible = callHealthStatus(healthlnt, O, 2, 5);
output+= "\n memHealthPossible " + memHealthPossible;
memHealthMedium = callHealthStatus(healthlnt, 2, 5, 7);
output += "\n memHealthMedium " + memHealthMedium;
memHealthAlmost = callHealthStatus(healthlnt, 5, 7, 10);
output += "\n memHealthAlmost " + memHealthAlmost;
memHealthHigh = callHealthStatus(healthlnt, 7, 10, 11);
output += "\n memHealthHigh " + memHealthHigh;

~
,,_.

r-

l:a

*

}

else
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Please Enter between 0 to 10:",
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"Message Box", JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE );
}
private void membershipAge(String age)
{

//for the degree of value of input of age
double agelnt = O;
try{
agelnt = Double.parseDouble(age);
}

catch(NumberFormatException nfe)
{ nfe.printStackTraceO; }
memOld = 0.0;
memYoung = 0.0;
memMiddle = 0.0;
agelnt > o& agelnt < 101 )
/

r(

J-y

//for OLD
output= "Apply the inference process";
output += "\nDegree of Compatibility";
memOld = callAge(agelnt, SO, 70, 100, 120);
output+= "\n memOld "+ memOld;
//for young
memYoung = callAge(agelnt, 0, 1, 20, 40 );
output+= "\n memYoung "+ memYoung;
//for medium
memMiddle = callAge(agelnt, 20, 40, 60, 70 );
output+= "\n memMiddle " + memMiddle;
}

else
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Please Enter between 1 to 100: ",
"Message Box", JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE );
}

private double callAge(double x, double a, double b, double c, doubled)
{//calculate its degree of membership of input age
double trapAge;
trapAge = Math.max(Math.min(Math.min((x-a)/(b-a), (d-x)/(d-c)), 1),
O);
return trapAge;
}

private double callHealthStatus( double x, double a, double b, double c)
{
double triHealth;
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triHealth = Math.max(Math.min((x-a)/(b-a),(c-x)/(c-b)),O);
return triHealth;
}
private void setLayoutO
{
constraints. weightx = 100;
constraints.weighty= 100;
constraints.fill = GridBagConstraints.BOTH;
constraints.gridwidth = GridBagConstraints.REMAINDER;
addComponent( labelStdPresc );
constraints.gridwidth = 1;
addComponent( buttonMainSymptom );
constraints.gridwidth = GridBagConstraints.RELATIVE;
addComponent( buttonChildSymptom );
constraints.gridwidth = GridBagConstraints.REMAINDER;
addComponent( buttonPrescription );
constrain ts. gridwidth = 1;
addComponent( listMainScrollPane );
constraints.gridwidth = GridBagConstraints.RELATIVE;
addComponent( listChildScrollPane );
constraints.gridwidth = GridBagConstraints.REMAINDER;
addComponent( listPrescScrollPane );
constraints.gridwidth = 1;
addComponent( buttonHealthStatus );
constraints.gridwidth = GridBagConstraints.RELATIVE;
addComponent( buttonAge );
constraints.gridwidth = GridBagConstraints.REMAINDER;
addComponent( txtAge );
constraints.gridwidth = 1;
add Component( txtHealthStatus );//listHealthStatusSP
constraints.gridwidth = GridBagConstraints.REMAINDER;
addComponent( panelNorth );
a \.'/A~
constraints.gridwidth = 1;
addComponent( buttonlnsomnia );
~V
constraints.gridwidth = 2;
addComponent( buttonCough );
constraints.gridwidth = 3;
addComponent( buttonAppetite );
constraints.gridwidth = GridBagConstraints.RELATIVE;
addComponent( buttonFever );
constraints.gridwidth = GridBagConstraints.REMAINDER;
addComponent( buttonConstipation );
constraints.fill= GridBagConstraints.BOTH;
constraints.gridwidth = 1;
addComponent( txtlnsomnia );
constraints.gridwidth = 2;
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addComponent( txtCough );
constraints.gridwidth = 3;
addComponent( txtAppetite );
constraints.gridwidth = GridBagConstraints.RELATIVE;
addComponent( txtFever );
constraints.gridwidth = GridBagConstraints.REMAINDER;
addComponent( txtConstipation );
addComponent( buttonGetResult );
}
private void initComponentsO
{
listVecChild =new VectorO;
listVecPresc = new VectorO;
labelStdPresc = new JLabel("MODIFIED PRESCRIPTION", icon,
JLabel.CENTER );
labelStdPresc.setVerticalTextPosition(JLabel.BOTTOM);
labelStdPresc.setHorizontalTextPosition(JLabel.CENTER);
cboSex = new JComboBox(strSex);
cboSex.setEditable(false);
buttonMainSymptom =new JButton("Therapies");
buttonMainSymptom.setVerticalTextPosition(AbstractButton.CENT
ER);
buttonMainSymptom.setHorizontalTextPosition(AbstractButton.LEF
T);
buttonMainSymptom.setMnemonic(KeyEvent. VK_ T);
buttonChildSymptom =new JButton("Sub
Therapies");//,childButtonlcon
buttonChildSymptom.setVerticalTextPosition(AbstractButton.CENT
ER);
buttonlnsomnia =new JButton("lnsomnia");//,prescButtonlcon
buttonlnsomnia.setVerticalTextPosition(AbstractButton.CENTER);
buttonlnsomnia.setHorizontalTextPosition(AbstractButton.LEFT);
buttonCough =new JButton("Cough");//,prescButtonlcon
buttonCough.setVerticalTextPosition(AbstractButton.CENTER);
buttonCough.setHorizontalTextPosition(AbstractButton.LEFT);
buttonAppetite =new JButton("Appetite");//,prescButtonlcon
buttonAppetite.setVerticalTextPosition(AbstractButton.CENTER);
buttonAppetite.setHorizontalTextPosition(AbstractButton.LEFT);
buttonFever =new JButton("Fever");//,prescButtonlcon
buttonFever.setVerticalTextPosition(AbstractButton.CENTER);
buttonFever.setHorizontalTextPosition(AbstractButton.LEFT);
buttonConstipation =new Button("Constipation");//,prescButtonlcon
butonConstipation.setVerticalTextPosition(AbstractButton.CENTER)
buttonConstipation.setHorizontalTextPosition(AbstractButton.LEFT)
txtHealthStatus =new JTextField(3);
txtAge = new JTextField(3);
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txtlnsomnia =new JTextField(3);
txtAppetite = new JTextField(3);
txtConstipation = new JTextField(3);
txtFever = new JTextField(3);
txtCough = new JTextField(3);
buttonMainSymptom.addActionListener(this);
button ChildSymptom. addActionListener(this);
buttonGetResult.addActionListener(this);
buttonAddPrescription.addActionListener(this);
buttonBack.addActionListener(this);
bu ttonExtra.addActionListener(this);
tableDisplay = new JTable(myModel);
tableDisplay.setPreferredScrollableViewportSize(new Dimension(500,
70));
tableDisplay.setRowHeight( 25);
tableDisplaySP = new JScrollPane(tableDisplay);
panelEast =new JPanelO;
panelEast.setLayout(new GridLayout(l,1, 5, 10));
panelEast.setBorder(new TitledBorder(
new EtchedBorderO, "Select Sex"));
panelEast.add(cboSex);
panelNorth =new JPanelO;
panelNorth.setLayout(new GridLayout(2,2, 5, 10));
panelN orth.setBorder(new TitledBorder(new EtchedBorderO,
"Extra Commands"));
panelNorth.add(buttonExtra);
panelNorth.add(buttonAddPrescription);
~
panelNorth.add(buttonBack);
~
panelNorth.add(panelEast);
~
}

private void addComponent( Component c )
{
layout.setConstraints( c, constraints );
content.add( c );
II add component
}
public void addComponent( Component component, int row, int col,
int width, int height)
{
constraints.gridx =col;
constraints.gridy =row;
constraints.gridwidth =width;
constraints.gridheight =height;
layout.setConstraints(component, constraints);
add(component);
}
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private void netChangeO
{

String RULEOUTPUT, outputAdd;
double highest = 0.0;
double divider = 0.0, justprint = 100.0;
double sum= 0.0;
for(int i = O; i < finalResult.length; i++)
finalResult[i] = 0.0;
for( inti= O; i < dataOutput.length; i++)
{

if(dataOutput[i] [OJ == null)
continue;
RULEOUTPUT =(String) data0utput[i][2];
highest= outputDouble[i);
if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("Muchlncreasing"))
{

NET_CHANGE = 0.2 *highest;
outputAdd = " could over increase the amount of drugs.";
}

else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("Almostlncreasing"))
{

NET_CHANGE= 0.15 *highest;
outputAdd = " could increase the amount of drugs.";
}

else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("Mediumlncreasing"))

-

{

NET_CHANGE= 0.10 *highest;
outputAdd = " could just increase the amount of drugs.";
}

else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals(" Possiblelncreasing "))
{

NET_CHANGE= 0.05 *highest;
outputAdd = " could possible increase the amount of drugs.";
}

else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("Littlelncreasing"))
{

NET_CHANGE= 0.03 *highest;
outputAdd = " could just little increase the amount of drugs.";
}

else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("MuchReducing"))
{
NET_CHANGE= -0.2 *highest;
outputAdd = " could over reduce the amount of drugs.";
}

else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("AlmostReducing"))
{
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NET_CHANGE= -0.15 *highest;
outputAdd = " could almost reduce the amount of drugs.";

}
else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("MediumReducing"))
{
NET_CHANGE= -0.10 *highest;
outputAdd = " could reduce the amount of drugs.";
}
else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("PossibleReducing"))
{
NET_CHANGE= -0.05 *highest;
outputAdd = " could possible reduce the amount of drugs.";
}
else if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("LittleReducing"))
{
NET_CHANGE =-0.03 *highest;
outputAdd = " could little reduce the amount of drugs.";
}
~lse

if( RULEOUTPUT.equals("NoChange"))

~

NET_CHANGE= 0.0 *highest;
outputAdd = " could not change the amount of drugs.";
}

finalResult[i] =NET_CHANGE;
}//end of for
//now the defuzzy centroid
for(int i = O; i < finalResult.length; i++)
{
divider+= outputDouble{i];
if(finalResult[i] == 0.0)
continue;
sum+= finalResult[i];
N
}

CHANGE= sum/divider; //the net effect
}

class MyTableModel extends AbstractTableModel {
final String[] columnNames = {"DrugType",
"CommonN ame",
"OldName",
"StdDosage",
"ModifiedDosage",
"HowToTake",
"Caution"

};
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public int getColumnCountO
{

return columnNames.length;
}

public int getRowCountO
{

return data.length;
}

public String getColumnName(int col)
{
return columnNames[col];
}
public Object getValueAt(int row, int col)
{
return data[row][col];
}
public boolean isCellEditable(int row, int col)
{
return false;
}
public void setValueAt(Object value, int row, int col) {
data[row][col] =(String) value;
fireTableCellUpdated{row, col);
}
}//end of class MytableModel
public void valueChanged(ListSelectionEvent lse)
{
if (lse.getValuelsAdjustingO)
return;
Object source = lse.getSourceO;
if( source == listMain )
strSelMainList = (String) listMain.getSelectedValueO;
else if( source == listChild )
strSelChildList =(String) listChild.getSelectedValueO;
else
strSelPrescList = (String) listPresc.getSelectedValueO;
}
class Show extends JDialog
implements ActionListener
{
Show(Frame parent, Strings, boolean and)
{

super( parent, s, and);
tableDisplay = new JTable{myModel);
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tableDisplay.setPreferredScrollableViewportSize(new Dimension(SOO,
70));
tableDisplay.setRowHeight( 25 );
JScrolIPane tableDisplaySP =new JScrollPane(tableDisplay);
buttonHome =new JButton(" Back I Close ");
buttonHome.setBorder(BorderFactory.createRaisedBevelBorderO);
buttonWhy= new JButton(" Why Modified Prescription ");
buttonWhy.setVerticalTextPosition(AbstractButton.CENTER);
buttonWhy.setHorizontalTextPosition(AbstractButton.LEFT);
buttonWhy.setMnemonic(KeyEvent.VK_W);
buttonWhy.setBorder(BorderFactory.createRaisedBeveIBorderQ);
buttonWhy.setToolTipText("Click this button to get the Reasons of"
+" Modified Prescription.");
buttonHome.addActionListener(this);
button Why.addActionListener(this);
JPanel panelSouth = new JPanel(new FlowLayoutQ);
panelSouth.add( buttonHome );
panelSouth.add( buttonWhy);
getCon ten tPaneQ.setLayout(new BorderLayoutO);
getContentPaneQ.add(tableDisplaySP, BorderLayout.CENTER);
getContentPaneQ.add( panelSouth, BorderLayout.SOUTH);
setSize(700,SOO);
setVisible( true);
}

public void actionPerformed( ActionEvent ae)
{
Object source = ae.getSourceQ;
if( source = button Why )
{

output+= outputOther;
print= new JTextArea(output);
JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, new
JScrollPane(print), "Showing Why Modified Prescription",
JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE );
}
else
this.disposeO;
}
JButton buttonHome, buttonWhy;
}

public static void main(String args[J)
{
ModifiedPrescription sp = new ModifiedPrescriptionO;
sp.setDefaultCloseOperation( JFrame.EXIT_ON_CLOSE );
}
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GridBagLayout layout;
GridBagConstraints constraints;
Container content;
JTextField txtAge, txtHealthStatus, txtFever, txtCough, txtAppetite,
txtConstipation, txtlnsomnia;
private JButton buttonMainSymptom, buttonChildSymptom,
buttonPrescription,buttonGetResult, buttonAge, buttonHealthStatus,
buttonlnsomnia,buttonCough, buttonAppetite, buttonFever,
buttonConstipation, buttonAddPrescription, buttonBack,
buttonExtra;
private JComboBox cboSex;
private JTextArea print;
private String[] strSex = {"Male","Female"};
private JList listMain, listChild, IistPresc;
private Vector listVecMain, listVecChild,listVecPresc;
private JLabel labelStdPresc;
private JScrollPane listMainScrollPane, listChildScrollPane,
listPrescScrollPane, tableDisplaySP;
JPanel panelEast, panelNorth;
private JTable tableDisplay;
private MyTableModel myModel =new MyTableModelO;
private Object[][] data= new Object[20][7]; //for showing the data
private Object dataOutput[][] =new Object[10][4];//for rules
private Object dataOutputOther[J[J =new Object[20)[7];//for rules
private double finalResult []=new double[lO];//values of% change
double outputDouble[] =new double[20];
private Object []l]aggOther =new Object[10][2];//for aggrgate other
private double finalResultOther[] =new double[10];
private Connection con;
private Statement stmt;
private ResultSet rs;
private ResultSetMetaData rsmd;
private String query, outputOther; //for sql statement
private String strSelMainList = "", RULEOUTPUT = "", stepl;
private String strSelChildList = "";
private String strSelPrescList = "", output;
String healthStatusArray[] =new String[5];
private static double memYoung, memMiddle, memOid, memHealth,
memHealthLittle, memHealthPossible, memHealthAlmost,
memHealthMedium, memHealthHigh, memCoughLittle,
memCoughAverage, memCoughVeryMuch,memlnsomniaLittle,
memlnsomniaAverage, memlnsomniaVerySevere,
memAppetiteLittle, memAppetiteMedium, memAppetiteHigh,
memConstipationLittle, memConstipationMedium,
memConstipationHigh,memFeverLittle, memFeverMedium}
}
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APPENDIX D: HERBS INFORMATION

1. ACHYRANTHES ROOT

Achyranthes root is used in many Kidney tonic formulations to improve circulation in the
lower part of the body.

Qualities
Achyranthes Root is frequently used in Yang tonic formulations. It is mild jing tonic. Its main
function generally revolves around its ability to guide other herbs to the Kidneys, genitals, and
legs.

Common Names
Achyranthes Root

Treasures
jing

Treasure Rating

,.,.
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Atmospheric Energy
Neutral

Taste
Bitter, Sour,

Organ Meridian Systems
Liver, Kidney

2. ACORUS ROOT

Wild Acorus that grows near or under waterfalls was traditionally used by Daoists to open the
senses, clear the mind, overcome illusion and to elevate Shen. It was used as a tool to help
develop intuition, the sixth sense. It should be used sparingly by those on a spiritual path.

Other Common Names
Acorus Root waterfall

Atmospheric Energy
Slightly Warm,
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Organ Meridian Systems
Heart, Liver, Spleen

3. ACTINIDIA FRUIT

Actinidia fruit is a rich source of antioxidants. It is especially rich in vitamin C. It has a heat
clearing ability

Treasures
qi

Atmospheric Energy
cold

Primary Functions
harmonizing the middle jiao and calming the liver

Scientific Data
fruit contains vitamin C and actinidine, saccharides, organic acid, fruit acid, tannins, protein and
phytochromes
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4. ANDENOPHORA

Adenophora is used to moisten the Lungs and Stomach. It is commonly used to treat yin
deficiency cough (such as dry cough due to smoking, to dry heat, dust or smog). It is also useful
for allaying chronic thirst. It is often used in children's cough formulations.

Other Common Names
Adenophora Root

Varieties and Grading
Clean, tasty Adenophora is best. Most Adenophora found in herb shops is fine. Good
Adenophora should be pliable.

Primary Functions
Tonify Yin: Clear Heat, Expel Phlegm from Lungs

Qualities
Adenophora is used to moisten the Lungs and Stomach. It is commonly used to treat yin
deficiency cough (such as dry cough due to smoking, to dry heat, dust or smog}. It is also useful
for allaying chronic thirst. It is often used in children's cough formulations.
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5. AGARICUS MUSHROOM

Agaricus blazei murill (most commonly known simply as Agaricus) is a mushroom that
originated in the rain forests of Brazil. The mushroom thrives in certain tropical areas of
China and the Chinese have become the premier growers of Agaricus for the world.
Agaricus is traditionally known as "God's Mushroom" because of its near miraculous
curative benefits to a wide range of disorders. People have used it to overcome numerous
diseases and disorders relating to the immune system, cardiovascular system, digestion,
and for weight management, diabetes, chronic and acute allergies, cataracts, hearing
difficulties, stress syndrome, chronic fatigue, diarrhea, constipation, and disorders of the
liver.

~
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Agaricus Mushroom

6. AGED CITRUS PEEL

Aged Citrus Peel is a digestant. It is most commonly used to help eliminate digestive stagnation
and to help relieve abdominal distention, belching and bloating. Because of its ability to eliminate
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dampness, Aged Citrus Peel is often used to help eliminate phlegm, cough and oppression in the
lungs and to help clear the upper respiratory passages

Other Common Names
Aged Citrus (Tangerine) Peel

Qualities
Aged Tangerine Peel is a digestant. It falls into the classical category of "Qi regulating" herbs,
that is, herbs that help qi to move smoothly and to prevent blockage, particularly in the digestive
and respiratory systems. It is not a tonic herb, but is often used in ton ic formulations to improve
their function

Treasure Rating

*

Atmospheric Energy
Warm

Taste
Pungent and Bitter

Organ Meridian Systems
Spleen, Stomach and Lungs

Part Used and Form
The peel of the ripe tangerines, sun-dried and aged naturally
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7. Alzizzia Bark

The flower of this exotic tree is especially famous among the Chinese for use when one is
experiencing emotional problems such as a broken heart and the experience of great loss. It is
also used to help overcome excessive worry, fright, paranoia and insomnia. It is considered to be
a Shen tonic which nourishes the heart and strengthens the body.

Other Common Names
Albizzia Bark

Treasure Rating
***1/2

Atmospheric Energy
neutral

Organ Meridian Systems
heart and liver

Part Used and Form
Bark (and flower)
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Primary Functions
to pacify the spirit, calm the mind and relieve depression

Qualities
The bark or flower of this exotic tree is especially famous among the Chinese for use when one is
experiencing emotional problems such as a broken heart and the experience of great loss. The
bark of the Albizzia tree is an excellent Shen stabilizer. It is calming and improves mood. rt helps
with anxiety, insomnia, irritability, anger, forgetfulness, excessive worry, etc. It is commonly used
for any chronic emotional upsets.

8. ALBIZZIA FLOWER

The bark of this exotic tree is especially famous among the Chinese for use when one is
experiencing emotional problems such as a broken heart and the experience of great loss. It is
also used to help overcome excessive worry, fright, paranoia and insomnia. It is considered to be
a Shen tonic which nourishes the heart and strengthens the body.

Both the bark and the flower are considered to have these qualities, but the flower is more rare
and is believed to be one of the ultimate Shen tonics.

Other Common Names
Albizzia flower
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Treasure Rating
***1/2

Qualities
The flower of Albizzia is even better than the bark. It has the same Shen stabilizing
ability as the bark but has much stronger Shen lifting (mood elevating) ability. It is one of
the best herbs to use for people who are severely depressed, very angry, despondent or
overly-paranoid.

9. ALISMA

AHsma is helps strengthen water metabolism, which is a critical bodily function. It rids the body of
excess dampness through the urinary tract. It is mild and safe with mild tonic qualities, especially
to the Kidney and Bladder, and to the Spleen and Stomach as well. It is an excellent herb to use
in a tonic program by those who need to stimulate fluid function, so long as you do not have a
cold constitution.

It is often used for obesity, especially for people who carry a lot of water weight and tend to have
rosy complexions. It is also commonly used by people who have difficulty urinating and by
diabetics.
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Treasure Rating
*1/2

Atmospheric Energy
Cold

Taste
mildly sweet

Part Used and Form
tuber, which is sliced, dried in the sunlight, and stir-baked with wheat bran or salt water.

Primary Functions
Expelling dampness, inducing urination, and eliminating pathogenic heat by treating false fire
conditions of the Kidney

10. AMBER

Amber is the fossilized remains of the sap of an extinct tree. Amber is used like Dragon Bone as
a Shen stabilizer, but is even more highly prized. It is an excellent sedative and is very useful for
those with insomnia
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Treasure Rating
***1/2

Atmospheric Energy
Neutral

Qualitites

Amber has excellent effects for people experiencing palpitations due to anxiety,
insomnia, excessive dreaming and nightmares. Amber can be especially beneficial to
those who suffer excess tension due to stress.

11. AMERCIAN GINSENG

American Ginseng is a true member of the ginseng family that grows natively in North America. It
contains saponins similar to those found in Panax Ginseng (Oriental ginseng). However,
American Ginseng is considered to be a Yin tonic herb, especially nourishing to the lungs, skin
and stomach. American Ginseng is a powerful adaptogenic herb. It thus provides energy,
adaptability and heightened alertness. It is especially appreciated for its endurance increasing
capacity. American Ginseng is extremely popular in China. The wild variety is considered to be
far superior to the cultivated.
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12.AMOLO

Amolo is a fruit that aids digestion. It is very tart because it is extremely rich in vitamin C.

Other Common Names
Amolo, Phyllanthus

Scientific Data
Research indicates that Phyllanthus contains approximately 30% vitamin C (approximately 3000
mg. per fruit) and 480 units of SOD per gram. Amolo has been shown to enhance production and
secretion of interferon and corticosteroids. Increases blood cell count and regulates blood sugar.

13.ANT

Ant tonics are widely consumed in Asia to promote strength, sexual vigor and as a powerful
antiaging agent. Over 70 years of research has proven that certain species of ants are highly
nutritious and have powerful medicinal effects.

Other Common Names
black ant or red ant
Treasure Rating
*****

Atmospheric Energy
neutral
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14. ASPARAGUS ROOT

Wild Asparagus root is a marvelous Shen tonic and Yin tonic. It was credited by Chinese wise
men as being able to open the heart, prolong life, and also to tonify the sexual functions of both
men and women.

15. ASS HIDE GLUE

The fried skin of the donkey is a powerful blood tonic and Yin tonic used in Chinese herbalism. It
is commonly combined with other major tonic herbs to fortify the entire body after illness, injury or
surgery. Any one suffering from blood deficiency can use it

Other Common Names
Ass Hide Glue, Donkey Skin Glue

Treasure Rating

****

Atmospheric Energy
Neutral

16. BIOTA SEED

Biota seed is most commonly used in Chinese tonic herbalism as a component in Shen
tonic formulations. It is calming and sedative. It can be used to help allay fear, anxiety
and insomnia
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Treasure Rating

***1 /2

Atmospheric Energy
Neutral

Part Used and Form
Ripe kernel of the Arborvitae tree

17. BIRD'S NEST

Bird's Nest is a Yin tonic. It promotes beautiful skin, shiny hair and radiant eyes.

18. BLACK SESAME SEED

Black sesame seed is a very good tonic herb. It builds Yin Jing, and therefore it is a longevity
herb. In addition to its essence-building capacity, Black Sesame also builds blood.

Qualities
To tonify Yin Jing and blood, to benefit the skin, and to moisten the intestines and promote bowel
movement

Other Common Names
Sesame
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19. EVODIA

Evodia is a very hot herb. It helps warm the body, the organs and the meridians.

Atmospheric Energy

Very Hot,

20. LICORICE ROOT

Chinese Licorice root, or Glycyrrhiza, is one of the greatest herbs known to mankind. Licorice root
builds energy and is an excellent digestive tonic.

Primary Functions

Regulates the function of the Stomach, invigorates the Spleen, Qi tonifying, lung clearing, latent"
heat clearing, detoxicant, anti"inflammatory, harmonizing and regulating to the twelve organs

Note: The information about the drugs is collected from [21,31]
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APPENDIX E: LIST OF THERAPIES & STANDARD
PRESCRIPTIONS

Now we list all the therapies and their sub therapies and their standard prescription. All these
therapies and standard prescription are used in the fuzzy system.

Heat Clearing

Qi System

White Tiger Decoction

Heat Clearing

Qi System

2

Lophatherum Gypsum Decoction

Heat Clearing

Ying And Blood

3

Decoction Clearing Heat Ying System

Heat Clearing

Ying And Blood

4

Decoction Rhinoceros Horn Rehmannia

Heat Clearing

Qi And Blood

5

Antipyretic Antitoxic Decoction

Heat Clearing

Heat From Viscera

6

Powder Treating Dark Urine

Heat Clearing

Heat From Viscera

7

Lung Heat Expelling Powder

Heat Clearing

Heat From Viscera

8

Spleen Heat Expelling Powder

Heat Clearing

Heat From Viscera

9

Gypsum Decoction

Heat Clearing

Heat From Viscera

10

Clearing Stomach Heat

Heat Clearing

Fever Due To Deficiency

11

Sweet Wormwood And Turtle Shell

Heat Clearing

Fever Due To Deficiency

12

Clearing Bone Heat

Purgative Prescription

Cold Nature

13

Decoction for Purging Down Digestion Qi

Purgative Prescription

Cold Nature

14

Removing Phlegm heat from Chest

Purgative Prescription

Warm Nature

15

Decoction of Rhubarb and Aconite

Purgative Prescription •

Warm Nature

16

Decoction for Warming Spleen

17

Ten Chinese Dates Decoction

Purgative Prescription • Eliminating Retained Fluid
Warming Interior

Middle Warmer Dispel Cold

18

Bolus Regulating Function Middle warmer

Warming Interior

Middle Warmer Dispel Cold

19

Minor Decoction Strengthen Middle
warmer
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Warming Interior

Recuperating Depleted

21

Decoction Resuscitation

22

Chinese Angelica Decoction Restoring

Yang
Warming Interior

Warming Dispel Cold

Yang
Warming Interior

Treating Shaoyang

23

Minor Decoction Bupleurum

Mediating Prescription

Regulating Liver And

24

Powder Treating Cold Limbs

25

Ease Powder

Spleen
Mediating Prescription

Regulating Liver And
Spleen

Regulating Flow Qi

Promoting Circulation Qi

26

Pill for Relieving Stagnancy

Regulating Flow Qi

Promoting Circulation Qi

27

Decoction Pinellas Magnolia Bark

Regulating Flow Qi

Promoting Circulation Qi

28

Decoction Trichosanthes Macro stem
Liquor

Regulating Flow Qi

Lowering Adverse Qi

29

Decoction Perils Seed Descending Qi

Regulating Flow Qi

Lowering Adverse Qi

30

Asthma Relieving Decoction

Regulating Flow Qi

Lowering Adverse Qi

31

Decoction Insular Red Ochre

Regulating Flow Qi

Lowering Adverse Qi

32

Tangerine Peel Bamboo Shavings
Decoction

Treating Blood Disorder

Blood Circulation and

33

Remove its Stasis
Treating Blood Disorder

Chest

Blood Circulation and

34

Remove its Stasis
Treating Blood Disorder

Decoction Removing Blood Stasis In

Decoction Recovery Activating Blood
Circulation

Blood Circulation and

35 Decoction Invigorating Yang Recuperation

Remove its Stasis
Treating Blood Disorder

Blood Circulation and

36

Decoction Postpartum Troubles

Remove its Stasis
Treating Blood Disorder

Hemostatic Recipes

37

Small Thistle Decoction

Treating Blood Disorder

Hemostatic Recipes

38

Sophia Powder

Treating Blood Disorder

Hemostatic Recipes

39

Decoction Baked Yellow Earth

Treating Blood Disorder

Hemostatic Recipes

40

Ass Hide Glue Argil Leaf Decoction
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Sedative Prescription

42

Its Heavy Drugs

Pill Magnetite Cinnabar
, .,,__ ,
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Sedative Prescription

Its Tonic Drugs

43

Wild Jujube Seed Decoction

Sedative Prescription

Its Tonic Drugs

44

Carotene Pill

Resuscitation

Cold Nature For Inducing

45

Bezoars bolus Resurrection

Cold Nature For Inducing

46

Purple Snowy Powder

Cold Nature For Inducing

47

Treasured Bolus

. ... .... . ..
Warm Nature For Inducing

48

Storax Pill

Calming Wind

Dispelling Exopathic Wind

49

Chuanxiong Mixture

Calming Wind

Dispelling Exopathic Wind

50

Activating Energy Flow Channels And

........................ -.

Prescription
Resuscitation
Prescription
Resuscitation
Prescription
....... ---·

Resuscitation

'

Prescription

Collateral
Calming Wind

Calming Endogenous Wind

51

Antelope Horn And Uncaria Stem

Treating Dryness

Lung Qi and Moistening

52

Mulberry Leaf And Apricot Kernel

53

Relieving Dryness of Lung

54

....... · ·-· .. ·- . . Two Old Drug Decoction

55

Poria Licorice Schisandrra Dried Ginger

Exopathic Dryness
Treating Dryness

Lung Qi and Moistening
Exopathic Dryness

Phlegm Eliminating

Removing Dampness to
Reduce Phlegm

Phlegm Eliminating

Warming lungs to Resolve
Cold Phlegm

Phlegm Eliminating

And Asarum

Warming lungs to Resolve

56

Three Kinds of Seed for Aged

Cold Phlegm
Dampness Eliminating

Regulating Stomach

57

Peptic Powder

Dampness Eliminating

Heat Clearing

58

Dampness Eliminating

Promoting Diuresis

59

Oriental Wormwood Decoction
. -- . -----· . ... ..... ......
Powder of Five Drugs with Poria

Inducing Astringency

Resistance for

60

Jade Screen Powder

61

Oyster Shell Powder

"'

~-

Hidroschesis
Inducing Astringency

Resistance for
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Hidroschesis
Tonic Prescriptions

Recipes as Qi Tonics

62

Decoction Four Noble Drugs

Tonic Prescriptions

Recipes as Qi Tonics

63

Pulse Activating Powder

Tonic Prescriptions

Recipes as Yin Tonics

64

Bolus Replenishing Vital Essence

Tonic Prescriptions

Recipes as Yin Tonics

65

Decoction Nourishing Liver Kidney

Treating Carbuncles

Recipes for Treating

66 Four Wonderful Drug for Quick Restration

External Carbuncles
Treating Carbuncles

Recipes for Treating

of Health

67

Powder Promoting Pus Discharge

68

Reed Rhizome Decoction

69

Rhubarb Root and Mouton Bark

70

Coix Seed Aconite Patricia

External Carbuncles
Treating Carbuncles

Recipes for Treating
Internal Carbuncles

Treating Carbuncles

Recipes for Treating
Internal Carbuncles

Treating Carbuncles

Recipes for Treating
Internal Carbuncles
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APPENDIX F: LIST OF VERIFICATIONS

The verification of the fuzzy system in oriental medicine is given by the oriental practitioner
and by hospital in oriental medicine. They provide the verification in their official letter pads
with their stamp on it. Please check all the verifications are enclosed.

I. Hospital in Oriental Traditional Medicine: Minister of Health, Govt. of India,
approves "Bapu Nature Cure Hospital &Yogashram" the hospital. It also recognized
by Delhi Teaching I Training Institute to provides the various courses in field of
oriental traditional medicine. The panel ofdoctors of this hospital verified this fuzzy
system. According to them, "tile system modifies the prescription by modifying its

dosage form is 90% correct, they also suggests the system is for learning".
2. Oriental Traditional Practitioner: Dr. Yogesh Dhawan, he is M.D (Alt. Med), and
member of Member-Arthritis Foundation (U.S.A). He also formally sits at India
leading hospital i.e. Hindu Rao Hospital, T.C.Medical Hospital, and Y.N.M Hospital.
According to him, "It is a tremendous work in the field of alternate medicine, in

present form, it is most scientific & quite accurate. It will prove greatly beneficially
to the students working in this field for learning & further research work".
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E-mail : natucure@nda.vsnl.net.in
website : www.naturopathyacademy.org
naturopathyinternational.8k.com

(}Japu

Ph.: 2753360, 2795205, 2795247

Fax : 279525·

rn.atu11-e @u11e 7v0-lpifnl & <7JnlJl1JJ1µ1W1~
Gandhi Nidhi, Pat.pa.rga.:nj, X>elh.i - J..J..O .0 91
(Managed By Na,ture Cure & Y.oga Trust (Regd.)}

Recognised by: Govt. of India & Delhi Teaching I Training Institute
(Accredited with Dept. of ISM & H, Ministry of Henlth, Govt. of India)

Estd. 1984
Patrons:
SHRI T.K.A. NAIR IAS
Chairman, P.E.S.B & KSIDC

November 16, 2002

SHRI VEEAENDAA HEGOE
Dharmadhikari
Dharmastala (S.K.)

TO WHOM SO EVER IT MAY CONCERN

President:
SHRI C.A. MENON
Chairman
Delhi Gandhi Smarak Nidhi

Hony. Advisors :
PADMASHRI REV. FR.
T.V. KUNNUNKAL, S.J.
PROF. S.SITARAMAN
Member Secretary
Lal Bahadur Shastri Memorial
Foundation

SHRI. M.L. SETH

This is to verify the " Prescription system of Oriental Traditional Medicine''
develop by Mr. Pramod Kumar, student of Science & Technology in
Assumption University, Thailand. The system modifies the prescription by
modifying the dosage fom1 _is 90 % con-ect.
1

The System is not for sale. The system is only used by the students for learning
&- further research.
·

Dr. ,Jeevan Antony
Ayurveda Panchakarma Consultant.

Chairman. Pearl Group

DR. P.S. JAIN, M.D.
Former Secy. M.C.I.

FR. JOHN VATAMATTOM
C.H.A.I.

EEVAN ~NTON"i
··· · .......... Dt. J ... · · '·· 376/Z002· .. .... · ···-···-- ......... · · .... . ·· ...
Rtg.

General Secretary :

N~a

Pa11.:hM~a1

DR. R.M. NAIR
Ex. G.B. Member C.C.R. Y.N.
(Indian Systems of Medicine)

(

Consultant
kiosi>i'al· .

lh\Jll r-,.-tu• ~ ~re91
l>• \oi -llvO

.\

Director:- Naturopathy & Yoga
A.cademy.(Recog. G.A.U)
Jirector:- Free Drug De-Addiction
:::entre (Ministry of S. J & E)
Vlember, Board of Studies,
3ujarat Ayurveda University

Vledica/ Superintendent :

)R. RUKAMANI NAIR
~ . D. (Osm)

>rincipal Naturopalhy &

foga Academy
~onsUltant

.

>R. N.S. CHANDRA

Ph.D.

'rof. V.N. Vashist Ph.D.

Donations are 100% exempted from Income Tax -ll< ;' Rcgistcrcd\rndcr Foreign Contribution Regulations ,\ct
Recognised for reimbursement by : C.G.H.S. , Food Corporation1 of India, The State Farm ~orporatio~, C.B.S.E ..
Power Finance Corporation, NHPC, O.V.B, Delhi Govt. Health Services, D.T.C. & Airport Aut~ority of India, etc.
FREE DRUG DE-ADDICTION CENTRE I AIDS AWARENESS PROGRAMME etc.
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Timings· 8:30AM-2:00PM
Sunday Closed Ph.: 2168570
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